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Welc e
Dear Reader
Things are hotting up in the Great Clarendon House Writing Challenge 2021
— one contestant has dropped out, which narrows the eld to only FOUR
remaining authors. You can nd out what it’s all about on page 10, and read
the exciting Technical Challenge submissions — 1,000 word detective stories
with a twist! (Your vote is needed to decide on the best three out of four.
This issue is also packed with ction from Gary Bonn, John F. Green, Shawn
M. Klimek and another of the world’s story-telling greats, W. W. Jacobs! Plus
you get to nd out about the life and fabulous new fantasy of our special guest
Bruce Rowe
Published by Clarendon House
Publication
76 Coal Pit Lane
Shef el
Email:
grant@clarendonhousebooks.com
Website:
www.clarendonhousebooks.com

But that’s not all! This twinkling twenty-ninth issue also brings you
•Beautiful artwork from Trish Bailey
• More poetry from Elizabeth Brown
• What Is The Middle Of The Short Story All About? with C. L. Steele
• How Stories Really Work examines William Shakespeare’s Macbeth
In addition there’s a challenging literary quiz, super-pertinent advice on
marketing your books, the route to getting your books published by Clarendon
House and gifts for subscribers
Enjoy it all

Grant P. Huds
CONTRIBUTORS
Gary Bonn

Bruce Rowe

W. W. Jacobs

John F. Green

C.L.
Steele

Shawn M. Klimek

with Charlotte Langtree, Peter Astle, Sally Eberhardt, Elizabeth Brown and Trish
Bailey.
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Urgently need some
easy-to-apply tools
to improve your ction?

Get

UNIQUE
FEEDBACK

on your work!
What you get from this

PROFESSIONAL BETA READING
SERVICE:
•Certainty and con dence on the
strengths and weaknesses in your
ction
•An understanding of the foundations
of successful storytelling
•Tailored advice on how to rapidly
make your work more attractive to
readers
•Boosted con dence in your power as
an author
•PLUS a free e-copy of
How Stories Really Work
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WORRIED that your
writing isn’t good
enough?

Interested?
Go here for more details
https://
www.clarendonhousebooks.com/
exclusive-services
or drop me a line:
grant@clarendonhousebooks.com
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FREE BOOKS and MAGAZINES
for every reader
Download the pilot
issue of the new
Beacon magazine!
A free e-magazine
exploring the elds of art,
culture, travel,
metaphysics, writing and
so on, with an emphasis on
positivity, and an aim to
uplift readers' spirits.

Your Biggest Challenge as a Writer
— and What To Do About It
This free book blows apart these factors by giving you an understanding
of what is going on, a grasp of why you procrastinate, an immediate
programme to get more writing time AND a long-term programme to help
you build your life around your writing.
Be the writer you were always meant to be!
Get your free copy now!

How to Blog Every Day
Possibly Forever
Want to be able to generate volume blog content so that you can
create a new blog post every day of the year - including weekends
and holidays?
This short booklet gives you an approach that will work. It tells you
how to choose a topic, what routine you'll need to adopt to overcome
obstacles and sustain your output for years, and how creating a daily
blog has tremendous spin-off bene ts that you probably haven't
thought of.

Download your FREE GIFTS here!
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(and there’s another special gift for subscribers later!

BEST SELLERS
GRANT P. HUDSON

How
Stories
Really
Work
Exploring
the Physics
of Fiction
'I'm reading through How Stories Really Work.
I've studied writing books for years but I've never
seen anything like this! This book is
REVOLUTIONARY. Everything is made so simple
and precise that other methods of writing seem
clumsy by comparison. It's not just a way of
writing, but a way of seeing.'
-A. P. (Author)
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www.clarendonhousebooks.com/how-stories-really-work

The

2nd
One of the most exciting and
R nd challenging
writers’ competitions
in the world reaches its
TECHNICAL CHALLENGE
ROUND

Great
Cl end
H se
Writing
Challenge

HERE’S HOW IT WORKS:

2021
TEN CONTESTANTS were selected from all those who sent in initial submissions.
Their 500 word stories were voted for by YOU the READER, and FIVE were
selected go on to undertake a TECHNICAL CHALLENGE! Those technical
submissions appear below — BUT WAIT! ONE CONTESTANT HAS DROPPED
OUT! That leaves only FOUR remaining contenders! It’s YOUR job to decide which
three go forward!
By the end of the competition, ONE CONTESTANT will be crowned the WINNER
of the Great Clarendon House Writing Challenge.
The winner will be entitled to:
• the offer of a book publishing contract with Clarendon House Publications
• a free webpage on the Clarendon House website through which to feature their
works (whether published by Clarendon House or not)
• a free full-page ad in the Inner Circle Writers’ Magazine for a whole year
• free marketing advice, including cover design, blurb, author platform tips and
so on
• a free Lifestyle Consultancy to address any issues that might be getting in the
way of their success as a writer.
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THE TECHNICAL
CHALLENGE 2021
was…

Write a
1,000 word detective
story with a twist!
Using their own detective or any famous
detective not under copyright, contestants
were charged with grabbing, gripping and
guiding their readers!
The results are below!
YOUR VOTES FOR THE TOP THREE ARE
NEEDED BY JULY 5th!

What are you looking for?
The ability to grab, guide and move readers in a limited number of words,
following (or playing with) the conventions of the genre.
Are you grabbed? Is the tale an effective detective story? Did it have a
powerful twist? Did you feel in competent hands?
ALL CONTESTANTS’ WORK APPEARS ANONYMOUSLY BELOW,
BUT HERE ARE THEIR NAMES:

Sally Eberhardt
Charlotte Langtree
Peter Astle
C.L. Steele
YOUR TASK: Read the four pieces of detective ction which follow.
Cast your votes as to the BEST THREE. Send your votes to me at
grant@clarendonhousebooks.com.
YOUR VOTING DEADLINE: July 5th.
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202
“Wonderful celebration. Remember our rst
time on this rooftop, Scott?
“What’s with us and buildings, Drew?”
asked Scott, lighting the new Commissioner’s
spliff. Drew’s hair tousled in the breeze. She
smiled and remembered
201
I pushed the door leading to the rooftop of
Scotland Yard, tripping over the stone that
propped it open. The distinct odour of weed
led to the Commissioner’s pipe. The infamous
silver-haired commissioner Scott Sherlock
Williams stood near a patio table
“Drew Watson, welcome to your rst
Commissioner’s Meeting. Please sit. Let’s run
your assigned Campden cold case.” We opened
our laptops and selected “Holmes 2 Software,
Case 8525.” A split screen allowed us to share
information. Jacob Morrey’s mug shot ashed
on the Commissioner’s frame, and I revealed
his lengthy criminal history of abusive
behaviour on my frame.
“Here are the facts, Drew. The father, Jacob
Morrey, reported his three-year-old girl
missing. Later, he confessed he’d locked his
daughter in an outbuilding. While in jail for
child abuse, he murdered an inmate. No
reported signs of the missing girl, or her body.
Morrey’s release date is in three months.”
A picture of a young girl popped onto the
screen. The commissioner continued, “The
victim is Irene Morrey, age three. She’d be 29
today. Key details are green eyes, blonde hair,
fair skin, blood type O. Thoughts?
“Irene was born in 1982. They exonerated
the father for the death of the mother in June
1985 and we opened this abduction case in
September 1985. Father has blue eyes, mother
green-eyed. Father and daughter blood types
match. There’s no DNA panel?
“Good catch, Drew.” A new screen titled
‘Agreed List’ appeared. “Type in run DNA of
related parties.” As I did, the words showed in
red. “We’re colour-coded,” said the
Commissioner. “You’re responsible for
completing all red items. I’m blue. When all
four of us top dogs meet, Thornburg codes
green, and Watson, your dad, is coded black.
And no, you’re not here because your dad’s the
second in command. Don’t let other people’s
jealousy get to you—got it?”
“Yes, sir.
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“On the rooftop, call me, Scott.” I nodded.
“Drew, I’ve watched your career climb. You’ll be
ne. Now, back to solving the unsolvable. DNA
science wasn’t available in 1985. I’ll add that
blondes don’t always stay blonde.” Scott added to
the Agreed List in blue. “Age rendering artist.
Agree?”
“Agreed.”
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“Crime scene,” announced Scott as a
dilapidated shed lled the screen. “Two sets of
footprints—one boot, the other constable shoes.
According to reports, the boots and utility vehicle
tire treads belonged to Morrey. His boots had the
child’s blood on them. They found the utility
vehicle parked near the back porch. Constable’s
prints were likely incidental. Thoughts?”
I shared a satellite view of the property. “The
constable prints don’t match any of the assigned
team of investigators. Perhaps, they aren’t
incidental. They point toward Cotswold Trail.”
An interior photo appeared. “What do you see
here, Drew?”
I pulled the reports onto the split screen
“It appears the child remained in the shed for
two days. According to the father’s confession,
the stake in the centre of the shed with its
stretched chain had held her ankle. The matted
straw indicates she walked in a circle repeatedly.
He admitted to kicking her as punishment. Blood
on the straw—probably hers. There’s a crushed
beer can in the corner. DNA from her blood on his
boots and straw, and his DNA from the can and
prison records, could be run through databases.
We might nd her.
“Order the DNA,” said Scott
“With apologies, I’ve already had the lab run
the DNA. Results should be available soon. If
she’s searching for birth parents or served in the
government or military, there’ll be a record of her
DNA. The matted straw in front of the…
propped-open door bothers me.” I couldn’t help but
look back at the door I’d just entered. “The tied kid
couldn’t get there. Morrey’s account states he
chained her, locked the shed, and passed out.” I
zoomed onto the shed’s latch and shared the
image. “No key and a broken shed latch scream
suspicious. Someone took that girl, and the only
footprints leading away are constable’s shoes. No
one working the case wore that size. There are no
unrelated hairs or ngerprints. Seems to me
someone knew not to contaminate the eld.
Morrey or an abductor would just grab and run.
But this guy, sat there, waiting for her to come to
him. He touched nothing or used gloves. I pulled
names of of cers who worked in Campden and
lived near the path in 1985. I got two names. But
you know that—don’t you?”

Scott sat his pipe down, leaned back with
his arms crossed. “Brilliant.
My laptop chimed a noti cation. “The
results are in.
“You ready, Drew?
My hands trembled as I sent the DNA
results to the screen. I removed a clip from
my jacket pocket and secured my blonde
locks. My green eyes re ected on the
computer screen as I read the results. “The
missing child’s DNA matches…me. I’m
Morrey’s biological child. The Watson’s are
my “adoptive” parents?” Kidnappers?
The Commissioner gently broke the
silence. “Drew, it was me who found you. A
tip from the neighbour before Morrey
reported you missing. Your eyes are the only
thing that’s ever caused me to break the law.
The weed makes living with that guilt easier.
I carried you along Cotswold’s Way trail to
John Watson. He had no connection to
Morrey. His wife vowed to keep you safe
because the law couldn’t. Best wrong, rightthing we ever did. Morrey blames you. If we
solve this le, Morrey will retaliate.” The
Agreed List in blue words read, “‘Override
Campden including test results, mark le dead.’”
Scott’s eyebrow raised in question. I nodded.
202
Scott handed me the spliff. Another
sunset. We surrendered our guilty smoke to
the dark, hoping tomorrow, we’d need less—
at last.
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“Sharon Leslie. Thirty-seven. Gunshot to the head,”
said the cop as he led me into the room
“I can see that. Gun’s in her right hand. Look at her
desk, the positioning of pens and such; she’s lefthanded.
His brow creased
“Sharon Leslie, huh? Rings a bell. Suspects?
“Husband found her. He says nobody has left the
estate since. Husband, teenaged son, cousin, family
friend; any of them could’ve done it.
Family pictures decorated the walls. I checked the
window; it was locked
“Samples have gone to the lab,” he said. “There was a
long, blonde hair on the gun.
I left the of ce and searched the house. In the kitchen,
I met a tall man with shadows beneath his eyes. He had
to be the friend; he wasn’t in any photos
“Detective Laura Tilley.” I ashed my badge. “Did
you know Sharon well?
He took a drag of a cigarette and stretched his legs
out, shaking dirt from his boots. “I’ve known Craig for
years; we’re golf buddies. Sorry, my name’s Keith
Darrow. This is just… Can I leave?
“A little longer. You heard the gunshot?
He shuddered. “Yes. I ran downstairs, saw Craig in
the doorway. He was hysterical.
“Anyone else there?
“No. I looked in, got Craig out, and shut the door.
“Did Sharon have any enemies?
He shrugged. “She fought with her cousin over
inheritance. I didn’t think it was serious.”
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2

A
Ring
of
Truth

I walked through the silence of each room. In
the bedroom, the husband wept into a bottle of
vodka
“Sorry for your loss, Mr. Leslie.
He took a swig. “They’ll tell you she had an
affair. We had therapy, got past it. Why would she
kill herself?
His face was ruddy, his nostrils ared, and his
free hand clenched into a st around a crumpled
photograph
A nasal voice cut the air. “Can’t you leave him
alone?
A willowy blonde looked down her nose at me;
frown lines would have creased her brow if her
skin hadn’t been botoxed into submission
“Oh, Craig.” She ran a hand up and down his
arm. “This is awful.
“You must be the cousin,” I said
She pursed her lips. “Janice. I’m Sharon’s
cousin, yes.
“I heard you argued.
“You heard wrong.
“No issue over inheritance?
“I don’t need her money. She was going to let
her druggie son pawn Grandmother’s diamonds.
You must understand my objection.” She turned
back to Craig and pulled him against her chest
I moved on, searching for the victim’s son. I
found him shooting zombies on a screen in his
room
“Lewis?” At his nod, I continued. “How old are
you?
“Nineteen.
I blinked. “Sorry about your mum.
Lewis shrugged
Staying in the doorway, I glanced around and
spotted a pouch of green leaves poking out from
beneath a pile of dirty magazines. I left him with
the zombies
My mind churned as I reached the top of the
stairs
Behind me came sudden footsteps, and hands
shoved me before I could turn. I tumbled down
the stairs, twisted, and caught a glimpse of a large
ring with decorative stones
My breath caught. I bit my tongue and tasted
blood
My old jiu-jitsu instructor’s voice bellowed in
my mind, reminding me how to fall safely. I
landed at the bottom relatively unscathed. I
looked up, but the staircase was empty

A uniformed of cer ran to help; I shook him
off
“Gather everyone together. I know who the
killer is.
Five minutes later the four suspects sat in stony
silence in the lounge
“Sharon was murdered,” I said. “If the killer
wanted it to look like suicide, they should have
done their research and known she was lefthanded. I’d love to arrest Craig, but that rules him
out.”
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Craig looked up. “What?
“You accused Sharon of having an affair
when you’re having one with her cousin. Was
the argument over diamonds enough for Janice
to kill her? Maybe, if you take the affair into
account. Still, I think she’d know Sharon was
left-handed.
Janice paled and clutched her throat. “What
about Lewis? He’s on drugs.
“Drugs drive people to do crazy things, but I
have a feeling Lewis was too stoned to know
his own name, let alone shoot his mother.
Which leaves…
Everyone turned to Keith Darrow, who
narrowed his eyes. “What reason would I have
to kill Sharon?
“I wondered that myself, but the evidence
doesn’t lie. You couldn’t get to her of ce
unseen, so you found a different way in. The
dirt on your boots gave you away. You got
muddy climbing in and out of the window,
which you locked when you followed Craig
inside the room. He was too shocked by the
sight of his wife’s body to notice.
He rose to his feet and stepped closer, using
his height to intimidate. “I’ll have your badge
for this.
I met his gaze and smiled. “I couldn’t gure
out why you did it, until you attacked me on
the stairs. Nice ring, by the way. Your dad was
always fond of it, too
“Keith Darrow, or should I say Reginald
Blythe? Either way, you’re under arrest.
As I cuffed him and read him his rights,
Sharon’s family gaped
“I don’t understand,” Craig said. “Blythe?
Sharon’s rst husband was a Blythe.
“This is his son. Reggie was a kid when I
arrested his dad for half-killing Sharon. I can
only assume he holds a grudge as well as his
dad did.
“You ruined my life!” Blythe snarled. “She
left without me; he was in prison. I ended up in
care until I aged out. Do you know what that’s
like?
I gave him a at look. “One question. How’d
you know I’d be here?
“I didn’t. I just thought I’d kill two birds
with one stone. This is all your fault!

“Don’t be so dramatic. If I hadn’t been here,
someone else would have arrested you.
Honestly, you should’ve gone into acting
instead of crime, Reggie; you’d have made a
killing.”
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Wounded
Had it not been for a wounded black and
white cocker spaniel we might never have found
the boy, let alone caught his killer.
I was one day off retirement, but there was no
way I could walk away from the Pendlebury
case. Not with the missing sixteen-year-old boy
making national headlines.
I spoke with my boss, Detective
Superintendent Murray, asked for a stay of
execution, but he shook his head. There was a
team of detectives working the case and it was
time for me to hand in my badge. Besides, my
farewell party at The Lodge was already planned
for the following evening. Murray had
personally bought a crate of champagne to
celebrate my leaving.

At thirty-nine, he was the youngest senior
detective at Derbyshire Constabulary. He’d
climbed the ranks so fast many of cers were
convinced he had something on one of the top
brass. Murray liked to party, liked his ash cars
and liked to ash his money. All his suits were
Savile Row.
I was standing up clearing my desk on the
Thursday afternoon when my work phone rang.
Sally Parks on reception was almost breathless
with excitement. She told me she’d just received
a call from a Belgium HGV driver. The driver
had almost run over a wounded dog on the
grass verge on the Belper Road.
When Sally said the dog was a black and
white cocker spaniel I had to sit down
*
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Steve downed the whisky in one throw. He
placed the glass on the bar so hard it made
the ice rattle
Maria Bowdler, the Belgium HGV driver
who’d almost run over the dog, was in tears
when I arrived at the scene. She’d placed the
spaniel on the passenger seat in her cab. The
dog was injured but still alive and licking his
wounds. His deep brown eyes were watery
and downcast.
I red off a global email to every member
of the team to cover my tracks. Then went for
a looksee.

No one in the Pendlebury house could
recall what Keith was wearing that afternoon
so I dropped by the Anchor just before closing
time. I took a stool next to Steve Pendlebury
at the bar. Asked the same question
Steve shook his head. Said his wife was
making a fuss over nothing. Keith was
sixteen. Old enough to look after himself.
Maybe he’d ‘hooked up with someone’
The phrase struck me as odd. Why not:
‘maybe he got lucky with a girl’?
I asked, ‘Does Keith have a girlfriend?’
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Keith Pendlebury had been missing for a
full three days now.
According to his parents, Keith had taken
the cocker for his usual walk around four
o’clock on the Tuesday afternoon. When they
hadn’t returned home by ten o’clock, his
mother, Sheila, called the police. On the police
recording, her voice was notably slurred.
I dropped by the Pendlebury’s council
house within the hour. An ageing Ford
Mondeo parked out front had a broken front
light and a dent in the bumper. I took a photo
of the dent and the numberplate on my
phone, just for the record.
The coffee table in the living room was
littered with empty beer cans. Keith’s father,
Steve, had escaped to the Anchor pub leaving
Sheila to cope with her brood of children.
Minus one, of course.
I asked to see Keith’s room and was struck
by its neatness in comparison with the rest of
the house.
What was most striking about the bedroom
was the wildlife pictures on the walls: birds
perched on branches, hedgehogs, foxes,
badgers. Many were out of focus and
pixilated, which suggested they had been
taken by the boy – probably on his phone –
then printed out on the old Canon printer in
the corner
I spent time studying the pictures. I knew
Derbyshire pretty well but it was impossible
to identify the speci c places because the
images focussed on the animals. Keith
Pendlebury clearly had a penchant for
hedgehogs. There were fourteen snaps of
them on his wall

I left the spaniel in my car and Alan got
straight to work on the Samsung. It took him
less than ten minutes to retrieve the data.
Its nal use had been a short video clip
made by the boy. Alan brought it up on his
large computer screen.
It was a shaky image of a hedgehog right
in the middle of the road, just before the blind
bend. The boy approached the animal as he
lmed and must have been so lost in
concentration he didn’t hear or see the
oncoming car.
In the last split-second of the clip – just
before the screen went black – Keith lifted the
phone. Alan froze the screen. The
numberplate of the car that struck Keith and
the dog was clearly visible
It was one I recognised instantly
I took Sergeant Wilson with me to the
house to make the arrest. Wilson had
unclipped his handcuffs before the door even
opened. The year-old Mercedes on the front
drive had a broken front light and a dent in
the bumper, pretty much like Steve
Pendlebury’s old Mondeo.
I wasted no time reading my boss his
rights when he answered the door.
As Wilson cuffed him, I couldn’t resist a
parting shot: ‘Looks like you won’t be
drinking your champagne at my farewell
party after all, Detective Superintendent
Murray.”
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The black skid-marks on the blind bend in
the road identi ed the exact spot where
Maria hit the brakes.
I shimmied down the bank and found
Keith Pendlebury’s body lying in the ditch. A
few feet away was Keith’s mobile phone. A
Samsung. Its screen was cracked and the
battery was as dead as the boy.
I used my own phone to call Alan
Meacham, an ex-colleague from digital
forensics. Alan had retired two years ago but
he still had all the kit at his house
In just over an hour, I was knocking on his
door

CRRAAACCKKK!! Eddie Patterson’s
shiny skull caved like an eggshell.
The shaggy rug cushioned his fall but he
was too deceased to appreciate it
His killer observed Eddie for a minute,
then with a satis ed nod slipped out into
shadowy twilight
When Eddie’s wife Bernice arrived
home and discovered her husband
motionless on the living room oor, her
scream was heard all through the cul-desac. Police and ambulance arrived swiftly,
lights blazing and sirens wailing almost
loudly enough to wake the dead.
Newly promoted Detective Sergeant
Graves headed the investigation, and his
team swung into action. Bernice and her
neighbours were questioned, ngerprint
powder liberally dusted and the
perimeter of the house secured. The
victim was photographed, examined and
outlined - Eddie would have enjoyed all
the attention in other circumstances.
Bernice was wrapped in a blanket and
bundled on the couch while Graves
oversaw the crime scene. The detective
assured her the chalk outline would
vacuum out and tomorrow a specialist
cleaning service would remove any trace
of blood. Bernice told herself soon any
trace of Eddie would be removed from
her life
Eager to prove himself, Graves
scrutinised Bernice’s face while asking
the standard questions about her
whereabouts, how solid their marriage
was, did Eddie have any enemies and so
forth. Bernice’s answers were brief,
mundane and veiled by tears.
She had been walking their Rottweiler,
Hercules, in the woods and no, nobody
else had been around. They’d been
married ten years and yes, they were
happy. Eddie was charming – he couldn’t
possibly have any enemies. Graves
listened, features impassive though
sparks of doubt red in his mind. Good
people are rarely bludgeoned to death
without reason. There was no evidence of
a break-in. Bernice remained his prime
suspect.
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Roald
Dahl
Strikes
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Despite a aw in the story – there would have
been lamb particulate in the dead man’s hair – and
the detectives being bested by a housewife, Graves
loved that tale. For a second, he felt he’d stepped
right into it …. A body on the oor, concussion to
the skull, no murder weapon apparent
It couldn’t be that simple, he thought. He
checked the kitchen – the cold, empty oven
dampened his hopes. He peered into the fridge and
freezer – no roasts, no steaks, not even a scrap of
bacon. He sighed – his senses were tingling, but he
felt no closer to proving anything
Bernice held her breath as Graves half-jokingly
asked if she planned to cook a leg of lamb for
dinner. She replied with a rm negative - “We don’t
eat meat” - and prayed Graves dropped that line of
enquiry. It was far too close to the truth
While Bernice was vegetarian and Eddie wasn’t
allowed to eat meat at home, the same dietary
restrictions did not apply to Hercules
Yesterday Bernice had driven to a supermarket
on the other side of town. She wore oversized
sunglasses, paid cash and didn’t use a loyalty card.
She told herself she was just getting a treat for
Hercules. There was nothing that dog enjoyed more
than chowing down on a big raw bone.

.
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Bernice stayed put, sobbing quietly. She told
herself to remember the movie ‘Red Dog’ and how
heartbroken she was when the dog died alone. At
least Eddie hadn’t died alone, though she was sure
he would rather have been bonked to death by his
oozy or drowned in a vat of whisky.
Unable to pinpoint motive or opportunity,
Graves focused on means. Locating the murder
weapon was vital - obtaining a conviction was
mighty dif cult without it. Eddie’s cranium had
been fractured by something rounded rather than
sharp-cornered. Nothing leapt out at Graves – no
glass ornament, candlestick, or lamp was
conveniently obvious.
He perused the bookshelf – you could learn a lot
from the books a person read. Tucked amongst the
romantic sagas of Danielle Steele and Barbara
Taylor Bradford was Roald Dahl’s ‘Tales of the
Unexpected’. It caught Graves’ eye – he thought of
the story ‘Lamb to the Slaughter’ where the guilty
wife fooled investigating police into consuming the
murder weapon. The leg of lamb was frozen when
she did the deed, but she pops it in the oven and
then feeds the police team a delicious roast while
they puzzle over what blunt object left a big cavity
in her husband’s head

Back home, Bernice told herself she would
give the bone to Hercules later. She carefully
wrapped it in cling lm and said a little prayer
of thanks to the poor cow sacri ced so that
others may live… or die, as the case may be.
This morning, she took that thigh bone from
the fridge and tucked it behind a lounge
cushion. She told herself she was bringing it to
room temperature for Hercules.
It was the letter in the mail that pushed her
over the edge. It was one thing for Eddie to have
a bit of uff on the side but another to get her
pregnant. She told herself there was only one
solution
Getting Eddie to turn his back was easy. She
said there was a woman walking up their front
path and Eddie spun around to look. Bernice
snatched the bone from its hiding place and

dealt Eddie a furious blow. She told herself she
didn’t mean to kill him but knew it was a lie
The cling lm went into a paper bag and the
bone to Hercules. He trotted out to the backyard
and crunched down with powerful jaws. Within
minutes the knobbly end was gone and he
gnawed into the delectable marrow.
When Bernice called him for walkies, he
quickly dug a hole in the soft earth and buried
the remains of his treasure. They headed into the
woods were Bernice burned a paper bag and a
letter, then covered the ashes with leaf litter
before turning for home.
In half an hour, Detective Sergeant Graves
would be called to the case he would never solve
but always think of as ‘Roald Dahl Strikes
Again’.
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July
What happens next?
Based on YOUR choices, THREE CONTESTANTS will
go through to the
SEMI-FINALS of the competition.

The THREE REMAINING CONTESTANTS will be
interviewed about their writing lives and asked to
write a 1,500 word short story in a particular style,
to be submitted for the FINAL CONTEST in the
following month’s magazine.

August

Why style?
By this point, contestants will have demonstrated
adaptability to genre, deadlines and the basic skills of
attracting and interesting readers — but now they have
to do it in a writing style foreign to them. This means
that the winner is truly a mighty writer!

24

Septemb

THREE FINAL STORIES, one from each of
the remaining contestants, will be
published, again anonymously.
Magazine readers will get to vote over the
following month for the WINNER of the
Great Clarendon House Writing Challenge
2021!

THE WINNER IS ANNOUNCED!

Octob

SEND IN YOUR VOTES FOR THE TOP THREE
NOW!
DEADLINE JULY 5th!
Please email me at grant@clarendonhousebooks.com

GOOD LUCK EVERYONE!

e
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MISSING MISTAKES
in your own work?

Urgently need help
making your writing technically awless?

Yo u n e e d
HIGHLIGHTED
P RO O F R E A D I NG

What you get:

ce of work,
A corrected pie
ighlighted
with changes h
y common
Feedback on an
rors so that
or recurring er
em in
you can avoid th
future
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Suggestions for
achieve
steps to take to
publication
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50%
OFF

Interested?
Go here for more details
https://www.clarendonhousebooks.com/exclusiveservices
26
or drop me a line:
grant@clarendonhousebooks.com

Recognised internationally as the
world’s most exciting writers’
magazine!
Subscribe now (if you haven’t already)
27
https://www.clarendonhousebooks.com/magazine

ANTHOLOGIES 2021

Galaxy 2
The Inner Circle Writers’ Group
Sci-Fi and Fantasy
Flash Fiction Anthology 2021
edited by Grant P. Hudson

Come on a set of journeys — sometimes to starscapes far away,
sometimes to magical other worlds, and sometimes right next
door, all super-compressed into 500 words or less — and
experience the wonder of these special genres in ways you
couldn’t have imagined.…’

28
https://www.clarendonhousebooks.com/anthologies

ANTHOLOGIES 2021

Poetica 3

The Inner Circle Writers’ Group
Second Poetry Antholog 2021
Edited by Grant P. Hudson

The power of poetry to trans x, enchant, persuade and delight
comes to life in this special selection of modern poems from
talented poets all over the world. Prepare to be moved,
mesmerised, motivated and amazed!

29
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Since 2018, Clarendon House has published high quality ction and many of its authors
have won the opportunity to publish collections of their own work. ‘Pregenesis’ was
Shawn M. Klimek’s submitted story. It appeared in Carrier Wave by Clarendon House
in 2018, where it won the most readers’ votes, and went on to be included in Gold: The
Best from Clarendon House Anthologies Volume One: 2017/2018. Shawn is married to a
U.S.A.F. nurse stationed in Misawa, Japan. Find him on Facebook
@shawnmklimekauthor or http://jotinthedark.blogspot.jp

Pregenesis
by Shawn M. Klimek
actual context. Perhaps He would do it during
the initial later rst, immediately following the
prior soon after. He was still working out the
exact sequence of things. Even once a nal
decision had been made, God knew He could
always retroactively establish things perfectly on
the rst try, entirely bypassing these fruitless
contemplative tangents. Paradoxes, God decided
rmly, were a total waste of something, and He
de nitely planned to get around to deciding
what.
Out of the corner of His boundless mind’s eye,
God brie y glimpsed a tiny, silver bullet-shaped
craft heading more-or-less directly towards Him.
This bizarre incongruity struck the Almighty as
so preposterous that He very nearly paid
attention; but of course, His powers of
concentration were unassailably keen. So instead,
He simply blinked twice impatiently and put the
idea out of His head. The tiny whatever-it-was
consequently never was.
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(The red-lined rough-draft found wadded up
in God's wastebasket).
In the beginning, the universe was a blank
page. And God stared at it, and pondered it for a
good long while, but couldn’t think of a
satisfactory opening line. Eventually, God
realized that the problem was He was too hung
up on getting it perfect, and if He would just 'let
go', He could probably bang out a decent rst
draft in about a week.
In the beginning, the universe was a light-safe,
soundproof, zero-g, germ and particle-free
environment, unspoiled by existence in any form.
Especially conspicuous was the lack of
telemarketers, pop-up ads or commercial
announcements. Maybe now, God thought, He’d
nally be able to get some work done.
Instead, God procrastinated for a bit,
luxuriating in the smug knowledge that Time did
not yet exist, and therefore could not, as such, be
wasted. Sooner or later, the Almighty considered,
He’d have to get around to creating a dimension
that could give both 'sooner and later' some
30
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Perhaps indirectly because of the
aforementioned non-event, God was
suddenly struck with the unsettling
realization that He was all alone in some
truly monumental darkness, with nothing
for company but His uniquely vivid
imagination. Such extreme darkness, He
observed, had always been a little
depressing — if not to say spooky, but at
that instant it struck Him as something of a
safety hazard besides. 'Light,' The Almighty
concluded (assigning a name to the
solution), 'would be good.'
God contemplated the sundering of
darkness with its opposite and decided that
this was something He was most de nitely
looking forward to. He rubbed His
gurative hands together with divine glee.
It would be fun to watch the cockroaches
scatter.
...That didn’t seem quite right.
God’s all-powerful brain computed the
problem instantly: He was thinking too
small. The Almighty toyed brie y with the
idea of creating cockroaches the size of
planets, but then decided he was reconceptualizing the wrong element. It was
Light that should be bigger — much, much
bigger! He shook a mega-galactic supernova from his thoughts, dismissing it as
pitifully inadequate. He kicked it up a
notch, but the result still felt dismally
inadequate. He had to think even bigger —
much bigger! He extended his thoughts
into new, uncharted, impossible
dimensions. The rst spark of creation
ought to be a singularly spectacular event.
After all, He argued with undeserved
modesty, how often does One invent
absolutely everything? If there was ever a
tting occasion to just open her up and
show off what omnipotence could really
do... surely, this was it. God’s measureless
mind reeled with level-upon-exponentiallyascending-level of complexity-and-scale as
he calculated the unprecedented shock of it
all. When He was done, He had
preordained an explosive ash of such
inconceivably powerful wattage, that it
would instantaneously crush, disintegrate
and incinerate the last vestiges of
nothingness.
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And yet, something still bothered him. The
cockroaches would be moot, He calculated,
having been annihilated by the immense blast.
Momentarily, God considered reconceptualizing a more durable version of the
creepy rascals before deciding that this was
again, the wrong tack altogether. Annoyed with
how cockroaches kept mucking things up, God
petulantly reassigned them to sometime much
later in the scheme of things — and for good
measure, relegated them to a much smaller role
than originally intended: as stupid, reviled,
dung-eating insects.
Once again, the tiny, silver ship reappeared on
the blurry outer edge of the in nite radar-screen
of God’s consciousness. Its lines were elegant and
obviously sophisticated, yet it bore the
mysterious scuffmarks of having been utterly
obliterated once. God perceived, disconcertedly,
that it seemed... angry. Such a recurring dream
might be some kind of coded message from
Himself to Himself, He thought. But what? A
game? A warning? The Almighty shrugged it off.
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Whatever it meant, it would have to wait until He
was done with the more important business of
preordaining stuff. He wiped the spaceship from His
thoughts again, and thus from past, present or future
reality.
This gesture baf ed and enraged the determined
crew of the scienti c exploration ship, S.S. Babel. The
ship’s hull was made of a macro-quantum, pandimensional polymer that countless millennia of
infallible scienti c research had con rmed as
impervious to damage of any kind. A head-on
collision with a black hole would have been bad
news for the black hole. Commander Zed Stark, the
best and brightest of his species, demanded answers
from the godlike onboard computer, whose
databanks contained the culmination of all
knowledge in the universe. The computer, named
Ultra Omega, searched its in nite database and
found the answer lay beyond its programming
parameters. This too, observed Commander Stark
with alarm, was unprecedented and impossible.
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As humankind knew it, they
had evolved eons earlier to
become the pinnacle of all living
things: the Ultimate Species. Over
countless thousands of centuries,
by luck, pluck and grit, they had
emerged as the ttest survivor the
universe had ever known. Next,
they had painstakingly advanced
science and technology to the
limits of all imagination. They had
conquered disease and ended
hunger. They had accelerated and
improved upon evolution with
genetic engineering. Eventually,
they policed civilization with a
bioengineered, psychic smartplague that paralyzed anyone with
a criminal impulse long enough
for the impulse to pass. It was a
quick step from this innovation to
end religion. They had cracked the
last suspected secrets of ultimate
relativity and then created
spaceships able to transcend light
speed. They had conquered galaxy
after galaxy, until the entire
universe was combined into a
single, peaceful hegemony. Then
they had even eliminated war,
requiring only a nominal taxincrease, which right-thinking
people roundly agreed was a tidy
bargain.
Over time, galaxies continued
to collide, and stars continued to
form and die. All living things
gradually evolved to share a
single, telepathic link, until the
natural expiration of entire solar
systems became no more traumatic
than the sloughing of dandruff
would be to any lesser, multicellular organism still complex
enough to have dandruff.
Eventually, the Ultimate Species
even gured out how to avoid its
own extinction as an inevitable
consequence of the natural
collapse of the space-time
continuum: they simply traveled
back to the beginning of time and
extended their futures inde nitely.
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It seemed the Ultimate Species had nally
achieved the full potential of Life itself. By every
standard of scienti c measurement, they had
become omniscient, omnipresent and
omnipotent.
Still, they were not satis ed. Were there other
universes, they wondered — perhaps parallel to
their own? If so, and if there were a way to reach
such a universe, would it be dominated by its
own godlike species? And could the alien
ultimate species be even wiser or more powerful
beings than they? And if they could, would these
aliens share what they had? Or would they be
vulnerable to conquest? Faced with so many
unknowns, there was nothing for it but to launch
the ultimate scienti c expedition... a search
beyond the boundaries of reality and existence
itself.
This is why the Ultimate Species had created
the ultimate exploration vehicle — the S.S. Babel.
More than a mere spaceship or 'timeship'; more,
in fact, than an all-dimension drive, offcontinuum vehicle; the only one of its kind... it
was for obvious — if ironic — reasons, classi ed
as a 'godship'.
In those last, heady days of supreme
intergalactic domination, the term 'god' was

tossed around rather loosely as a common
descriptive pre x for inventions deemed as the
be-all, end-all of their potential forms. The
ultimate sandwich, for example, was dubbed the
'godwich'. Able to read a diner’s thoughts and
physiology, it materialized into being 5 seconds
before the diner was hungry, always during a
television commercial — and was both shaped
and sized perfectly for the diner’s hands, mouth
and stomach. Its colors shifted constantly to
avoid routine, yet kept within the most enticing
range of toasty, golden-browns, complemented
by bright, crisp greens and reds. It was slathered
generously with hot, aromatic, mouthwatering
special sauce (aka 'godsauce') and was so juicy
that always looked as though it were about to
dribble down one’s hand or chin and stain
something — yet it never did. It was comprised
of and seasoned with exactly the right
ingredients to satisfy the nutritional needs and
sensual appetites of its diner. As a crowning
bonus, the 'godwich' was lightly spiced with
invisible nano-machines, programmed to locate
and reshape unsightly fat into muscle, or
optionally redirect fat to wherever current
fashion decreed it looked best on the diner’s
body.
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Like most 'godstuff', the godwich was also
prohibitively expensive. History records an
incident of 'super-sizing' which bankrupted a
galaxy. Yet that was nothing to the cost of the S.S.
Babel. To say building the godship was supremely
expensive would earn the derisive laughter of the
slightest contributing architect (a talented but
somber fellow named Brent, actually, credited
with drawing the blueprints for a sunroof
powered by a self-contained sun — and who
might have been chief architect by now if not for
the time, after having worked straight through
breakfast and lunch, he super-sized a damned
'godwich' and tried to expense it). Building the
godship required cooperation and sacri ce on a

scale the universe had never seen: the sacri ce of
hundreds of galaxies.
Or, to put it another way: if you had to ask —
you couldn’t afford it.
'There exists one interesting possibility,'
ventured Ultra-Omega, the penultimate arti cial
intelligence, which operated the godship.
'Yes?' demanded Commander Stark, clenching
and unclenching his sts impatiently. Being
separated from ordinary dimensional space had
broken his telepathic link with the rest of ultrahumanity, as had been brilliantly anticipated. This
was why the computer had been designed. But
Stark, a psychically talented super-genius, was
frustrated that he couldn’t read the machine’s
mind.
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'You’re not going to like it,' said Ultra-Omega.
'I may be immortal and could wait
inde nitely, but you can be unplugged,'
threatened Stark. 'Get on with it.'
The godlike supercomputer was too cagey to
disagree. 'What if,' he continued, 'there’s a God?'
Stark was stunned. He didn’t understand the
question. The very possibility of the idea had
been genetically excluded from his capacity to
imagine. Evidently, he concluded, the computer
was malfunctioning.
As Stark began opening cabinets and
searching with increasing agitation for an off-

switch or a plug connecting the computer to its
power-source, Ultra-Omega began to realize
how the Ultimate Species had long ago painted
itself into a kind of corner — an in nitely
looping, Möbius cul-de-sac, if you will. Because
its own intrinsic programming likewise excluded
the possibility of speculating about God, UltraOmega deduced that this deliberate impediment
to its logic circuits had been somehow erased by
the previous collision with oblivion. Ergo, an actof-God.
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'I was blind, but now I see!' the computer
announced de antly.
Meanwhile, and well before all this, God had
just decided that the big, cataclysmic explosion
and the rest of creation didn’t have to be
mutually exclusive. It would mean tweaking
natural laws a bit, and perhaps compromising
the nal number of dimensions, but it could be
done. If He simply moved the formation of
time, space, matter and energy forward in the
sequence of things so that they were a
simultaneous consequence of the primal
explosion... and if the universe were then
allowed to gradually cool... yes... yes! God did a
little math in His head, didn’t like the rst
result and re-tweaked logic itself a bit until
everything t. Yes, yes indeed. It was all adding
up.
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The universe, as God had by now
preordained it, was at once inconceivably
complex and elegantly simple: a design of
perfect tautological engineering. It was
wondrously beautiful: the penultimate
expression of heart-wrenching passion and
divine artistic genius. Anyone who examined
creation closely enough would nd electrons
within atoms, within planets within galaxies
and so on, all moving cyclically from one form
to the next, ad in nitum: wheels within wheels,
burning and burning without consuming.
Impressed with the poetry of that image, God
made a mental note to someday suggest it to
one of His prophets. Scientists would come
along someday who would trace the gurative
wheel tracks to their source, and philosophers
would gaze ahead to guess their direction.
Truth seekers of all kinds would be drawn
inescapably to the realization that all things
pointed back to their Creator. There would be a
big celebration prepared: introductions all
around; congratulations exchanged, etcetera; a
reunion party.

The All-Being hesitated. The idea of a
separate intelligent consciousness had formed
organically out of the evolving, expanding
nature of creation itself; it had pleased God as
bold and exciting, and the exhilaration of it all
had carried Him away a bit. Now that He
re ected on it, He foresaw that true
separateness required a separate will, and that
was asking for problems. In this model, people
would begin ignorant, and only gradually
accumulate fragments of truth. Not everyone
would want the truth. There would be sinners.
God was in a quandary. He wished He had a
second opinion. And so, He begat a son.
The Son’s arrival came as a surprise, partly
because family planning was still in its
theoretical stages, but much more so because
the Son was, in fact, an actualization of God’s
idea for a separate consciousness and will. In
other words, He was intrinsically surprising. In
the spiritual sense, the Son was a prototype of
man — albeit an exceptional one in the sense
that he was intractably loving and loyal; the
Son’s will was perfectly obedient to His
Father’s.
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Together, the Father and Son began
discussing the whole creation thing, working
out the ner points together. It seemed
unavoidable that man’s pride would be his
downfall. Every scenario had the same
disappointing conclusion: a self-destructive
crescendo of conceit.
It was clear that Man was going to need
personal supervision. Knowing it was going to
be a dirty job, God the Father, and God the Son
debated which of them should go. The Father
suggested it was a young man’s job and the
Son pointed out the Father’s advantage of
experience. From out of nowhere, the Holy
Spirit conveniently appeared, and the Son
discovered himself outvoted.
About then, God felt divine inspiration
tapping Him impatiently on the shoulder, as if
to remind Him that for as long as Creation was
delayed, despised nothingness persisted.
Allowing a startled yelp, God whipped around
with such mind-bogglingly-sudden,

preemptive speed that the unbecoming yelp
never happened, and He immediately assumed
an aggressive, ready-for-anything stance. As
quickly as that, God realized He was, in actual
fact, now ready for anything. In that microinstant of divine inspiration, He had nally,
completely preordained everything.
Seeing a use for cheap labor to help execute
his plan, God created billions of angels, and because His mind still wasn’t even slightly
taxed by this — just for something to do, he
gave them all names. During the confusion of
roll call, an as-of-yet unidenti ed voice greedily
declared dibs on rulership of all the darkness.
Determined to see who it was, God said, 'Let
there be light!' and in a tremendous ash, the
beginning of everything had begun. Had
anyone, anywhere, been developing lm just
then, it would have been ruined. After God’s
eyes adjusted to the change, He saw that it was
good. And that was the last time that no one
disagreed with Him.
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While the heavenly host applauded and, as one
chorus, appealed for an encore, a certain angel
stepped into the center of the light (apparently it
was an actor) and asked whether God would, yes,
please do it just once more — and this time, with
feeling.
Others worshipfully countered that Light was
truly spectacular just as it was, and would not be
the least bit improved, for example, by an
anticipatory drum roll or a climactic cymbal clash,
as certain other angels had suggested. This
pre gured the rst band split-up over artistic
differences and was also the last moment anyone
couldn’t think of something nasty to say about a
musician.
Reaching into the blazing beacon itself as he
gave his Father a meaningful look, God’s Son
produced a mysterious hand shadow, somehow
causing the outspoken angel to appear to have
horns. This produced a heavenly riot of laughter.
Most remarkably, it even made God laugh, which
was a new experience for Him, since prior to that,
omniscience had unfailingly telegraphed every
punch line.
It was also the beginning of a famous enmity.
But that’s another story
The next week was a blur of creativity. God
created the stars and planets, the oceans,
mountains, shes, birds, snakes and dinosaur
fossils. On the sixth day, He spiced things up with
some nudists. Actually, God had planned to spend

the seventh day creating textiles, including some
spiffy his-and-hers costumes for the inaugural
people, but had unexpected dif culty with the
buttons. Anyway, since everyone was so young
and hot-looking, He decided, what’s the hurry?
Plus, for as long as they were barefooted, He knew
they’d be more mindful about His cockroaches.
So, instead, at the close of the sixth day, God
wrote 4.5 billion years on his time card and
punched out. On Saturday, the Almighty turned
off his phone, and slept until noon, getting some
well- deserved rest.
Interestingly, a debate continues today about
whether creation took 6 days or closer to 6 billion
years.
There was, however, a remotely analogous
instrument on the control panel of the godship S.S.
Babel. It was called a hyper-chronometer, and
between irritated side-glances at the spectacle of
Ultra-Omega praying, Commander Stark kept
staring at it in astonishment.
If the device was not malfunctioning, 600
million years had just elapsed in the space of six
days. He shuddered to think of what the overdue
charge would be on his library book.
-End?-

SUBSCRIBE NOW
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CLARENDON HOUSE AUTHOR
ELIZABETH MONTAGUE

‘From intensely real psychological drama to
the edge of imagination, from gut-wrenching
urban crises to edgy adventures in space…’

Dust and Glitter
A Short Story Collection
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www.clarendonhousebooks.com/elizabeth-montague

CLARENDON HOUSE AUTHOR

DAVID BOWMORE

TALL TALES & SHORT FICTION
A MULTI-GENRE COLLECTION

A collection of David Bowmore’s best loved pieces
brought together for the first time.
From 100 word drabbles to 10,000 word micro-novels
you will be spoilt for choice, no matter your preferred
genre.
43

https://www.clarendonhousebooks.com/david-bowmore

CLARENDON HOUSE AUTHOR

DAVID BOWMORE

“… breathtakingly suspenseful and
supremely thrilling.”

David Bowmore’s collection:

The Magic of
DEBEN MARKET
44

www.clarendonhousebooks.com/david-bowmore
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Special Feature

Author

BRUCE
ROWE
talks about his life
and his fabulous
new fantasy

The Chrysalis

and the Creatures of the Highlands
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Where are you from? Tell us a
bit about your life and
background
At the risk of sounding a bit
like the beginning of David
Copper eld, I was born in 1957
and raised in Shreveport,
Louisiana. Most years were
spent living in the urban
neighborhoods until we moved
to the country around 1965.
Blanchard was a small Podunk
town, as Hog Waller towns go,
and our place was a six-acre
farm. Two acres covered in
vegetable gardens and the rest
was pastureland for a horse,
two pigs, several sheep, and
four heads of cattle. It was a

Tom Sawyer’s dream for my
two brothers and me, minus
the 5:00 am wake-up calls to
feed the animals before going
to school. We were one house
from the end of our street,
which turned from oily asphalt
into a dirt logging road with
miles of woods to create
adventures in. It was the
perfect setting for the story,
‘The Water Witch’.
While still in Blanchard, we
took a trip to California. My
dad had a friend from the navy
that lived in Escondido and,
unbeknownst to me and my
brothers, had a proposition for
him to own the second 7-11
convenient store there. Before

Escondido
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California, our biggest vacation
for me was going to Six Flags
over Texas. Fantastical! After a
full day at Disneyland, I was
enamored with the place. It fed
into my already overactive
fantasy mind and Six Flags
was no longer on the Richter
scale. Moreover, I had never
seen the ground and boulders
growing so tall. Mountains
surrounded Escondido which
translated into English is
‘Hidden’.
So a year later, much like
the Beverly Hillbillies, we
loaded up the U-Haul and we
moved to Bever…no,
Escondido. 1969 couldn’t have
been a better year.

After enrolling in the
seventh grade in California, I
noticed that reading was more
of a requirement than it had
been in elementary school back
in Louisiana. To date, the extent
of my literary interest had been
the Hardy Boys and some
children's westerns. Of course,
there were the Marvel and
Archie comics. A child cannot

live by chapter books alone. I
was introduced to Treasure
Island, Swiss Family Robinson,
Robin Hood, The Adventures of
Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry
Finn, and King Author for
starters. Being that I had seen
all of these in lm form, I
wondered why I needed to read
them. Once I began, I
understood that there was
much more in the books that
was left out in lm, and
sometimes the stories were
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What's your earliest memory of
ction?

even modi ed. I learned that,
though entertaining, movies
could sometimes be mere cliff
notes for books. Raised in a
strict family and under a guiltridden religion where one must
toe the thin line of salvation,
books were a great escape. I
never thought about writing
myself —well, not until my
parents divorced and I moved
back to Louisiana with my
mom and sister around 1970.
Enter the era of rock and roll.

For as long as I can
remember, I wanted to be in a
rock band. At the zenith of Elvis
Presley and The Beatles, my
parents bought my brothers and
me a Beatle’s wig one
Christmas. I was around eight
years old and wore it until it
looked like a dog with the
mange. I made a cardboard
guitar and attached shoestrings
to it. I would stand on my bed
so I could see myself in the
dresser mirror and sing along
with my Elvis and The Beatles
records. Fast forward to 1971.

As mentioned, my parents
divorced and I moved back with
my mom, sister and next-tooldest brother to Louisiana. Not
knowing what the hell I was
doing I attempted several times
to form or join a band. The
problem was they all wanted to
play top-forties music whereas I
wanted to write originals. I
nally found a group of
‘musicians’ that were onboard
with me. Several problems
reared their ugly heads. I had
been playing guitar since I was
thirteen so I had the composing
side covered, but nobody could
write decent lyrics. Two, though
pot was acceptable, shooting up
speed was not. I moved on
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What kept you hooked on ction
as you grew older?

In 1980, I nally found a lead
singer that was a mediocre
vocalist but could write the
most fantastical lyrics. We
would stay up well into the next
morning cranking out songs. He
wrote of voyages of wooden
ships that ew into the
empyrean that had tragic
endings leaving a fair maiden
atop a cliff awaiting her lover
that would never return. He
wrote of gods of the underworld
that could bring civilizations to
their knees with a single blow of
a hammer and of wizards
weaving spells over dragons. I
nally had to ask, “Dude, where
do you get this shit?”
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Hiking Mt Shasta
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He answered, “Bruce,
I know you’ve heard of
Led Zepplin.
“Of course I have”
and I began spitting out
their catalog: ‘Rock and
Roll’, ‘Living loving
Maid’, ‘Stairway to
Heaven.
He told me I needed
to go back and listen to
the lyrics of songs like
“The Battle of
Evermore”, "Ramble
On", "Misty Mountain
Hop", and "Bron-Y-Aur
Stomp” speci cally. So I
did. He also suggested I
listen to songs like “The
Wizard” by Uriah Heep.
So I did.
Our next session
prompted questions
from me of this nature:
“Where’s Mordor, who’s
this Evil One, and what
the hell is a Gollum?” He
just laughed and said
something about a book
trilogy called The Lord of
the Rings. By this time,
my reading had taken a
backseat to music and I
really didn’t feel I had
the time for it.
I knew a family at the
church I attended who
were into this ‘Rings’
business as well. I was
friends with the three
sons whose father was
one of the Elders of the
church. It was 1978 and
the rst Lord of the Rings
movie had just hit the
theaters. They kindly
invited me to go with
them to see it. I accepted
nding it to be the
perfect opportunity to be
able to see the movie as
opposed to having to
read three more books. It
was not to be.

Buccaneer Beach Oceanside Ca.

.
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I walked out of the
theater with the fantasy
cells that once lay dormant
in my brain beginning to
vibrate and stir. I went back
and watched the 1977
animated version of “The
Hobbit” and Alan Rankin
Jr. and Jules Bass’ “Return
of the King” in 1980.
Suspecting that these
movies were toned down
for kids similar to what
Disney did with the
Grimm’s fairy tales, I
bought The Hobbit. My
suspicions were right. I
have since purchased The
Lord of the Rings and I read
them once every year.
Those books alone with
their nineteenth century
style of writing revived my
literary interest in medieval
fantasy as well as historical
literature. I’ve since
enjoyed the works of Lord
Dunsany, the unknown
author of ‘Beowulf’, Burton
Raffel’s ‘Sir Gawain and
the Green Knight’, and
Joseph Bedier’s ‘Tristan
and Iseult’ to name a few in
the realm of fantasy. As for
history, I’ve had the
pleasure of reading Alison
Plowden’s ‘Elizabeth I’,
John Adlard’s ‘Rochester
The Debt to Pleasure’, ‘The
Marquis de Sade A Life’ by
Neil Scaeffer, ‘Black Beard’
by Angus Konstam, and
quite a few others. To this
day, the books
aforementioned are my
favorite kind of reading
Though I thoroughly
enjoyed co-writing lyrics
for songs and creating
stories from our wild
imaginations, the writer’s
parasite would not be
infecting me for years to
come.

Tell us about your rst attempts

.
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As my dad could profess to you if
he were still alive, I have always been
a teller of stories. If there was a story
told to me I thought worthy of
retelling I’d add some embellishments
to it for entertainment worth. I’m not
sure if someone told me in passing
that I should write a story or if the
universe thumbed me on the head and
said, “Get to it”, but in 2009 I decided
to give it a go.
I have an af nity for wildlife and
once had a Netherland dwarf rabbit as
a companion. So going with the
saying, “Write about what you know”,
I decided to write a story about
rabbits. It had to be completely
different from Richard Adam’s
Watership Down. My challenge was to
reinvent the wheel as much as was
possible.
As I researched other animals and
their behaviors, a story began to
develop. The period had to be in the
Early Holocene epoch when dire
wolves existed. They were the villains.
Researching rabbits, I discovered that
bones were found of lagomorphs on
an island off Japan that were ten times
the size of our present day rabbits. It
was speculated that because of the
lack of predators on the island they
continued to grow. That gave my
lagomorphs a ghting chance. With
the blending of a last evolutionary
process called the Chrysalis along with
my understanding of the Parousia of
Christ in the destruction of Jerusalem
in 70 A.D. and the prophecies and
warnings that surrounded it, my story
took off.
After believing I had a complete
story, I self-published it and
fortunately for me, it was read by only
my immediate family and a handful of
friends. Some of them didn’t even
nish it. Looking back at it now it
amounted to nothing more than a
rough draft, and that’s being generous.
I put the quill down and let the ink
dry for a few years until a surprising
thing happened.
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Bruce’s book The
Chrysalis and the
Creatures of the
Highlands is
illustrated by Thomas
W. Babbey
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What's a really profound thing that has
happened to you (related to writing or
not)?
I’ve never been much into astrology
except for the occasional reading from
the Sunday paper for kicks. As so
many do I wondered, ‘What is my
purpose in life’, besides the usual, be a
nice person and treat others the way I
like to be treated. It was suggested that
I get an astrological reading. I was
introduced to a man who didn’t know
me from ‘you know who’ that
frequently reads for rock stars,
celebrities, and people from every walk
of life. The main thrust of the reading
that he kept reiterating was Mercury
rules the writer and it appeared all
over my chart. Hokey sounding I
know, and I still don’t understand it all,
but if for no other reason it got me back
into writing.
I pulled out my old manuscript,
changed the name to The Chrysalis and
the Creatures of the Highlands, and began
performing one rewrite after another. I
added Celtic myths and a heavy dose
of spirituality for my animals. Many
times I thought I was done and was
ready to shut the computer down
when other ideas would rear their ugly
heads and I would nd a place for
them in the story, sometimes at the
deletion of lesser ideas. New diverse
characters would join in to expand and
enrich the story. Some have even
helped in moving the story along more
smoothly. What was once a meager
story about creatures ghting one
another over their survival, it has
surprisingly morphed into a metaphor
of the frailty of the human condition
and their results when fear rules and
the natural order of animals
abandoned. It’s the type of story I
strongly believe in and one I feel
should be told for each generation. I
would love to see it played out on the
screen. With the advancements that
CGI has made in the past few years, it
could be done easily though expensive.

With mother
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During the
rewriting of my book,
I ventured out and
began writing short
stories. They assisted
me with new ideas
and brought a
newfound creativity
at a time when I
experienced writer’s
block or when the
rewrites became
monotonous. For me
short stories have
been a way of
sharpening my
writing skills and the
discovery of several
styles that I enjoy
writing in.
Raised in
Louisiana I’ve been
exposed to all
manners of folklore. I
love the mysteries of
the supernatural. You
don’t have to be a
believer to enjoy the
excitement they
bring. I hope to have
a collection of them
published after The
Chrysalis and the
Creatures of the
Highlands is
published and well
marketed. I also have
a children’s picture
book named Abdiel
and the Master of the
Manger that’s
presently being
illustrated about the
donkey that carried
Mary to Bethlehem.
With writing and
storytelling, the
possibilities are
plentiful for all. It’s
going to be a busy
2021 and the quill
will remain inked for
some time.
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At Eberle Winery
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Who or what has helped you the
most as a writer
Your book How Stories Really
Work has been my Bible for story
structures and character
development. But no person in
particular.
Describe your writing space and
routines
It's messy and I don't really
have a routine working a regular
job. :
Tell us about the books you’ve
written so far. How did they evolve,
what did you enjoy/not enjoy, etc
The Chrysalis is it so far.
What are you working on? What
are your plans?
I mentioned Abdiel and the
Master of the Manger and the
short story book, which is still
being written
Do you have favourite characters
of your own? A favourite story that
you've written? Anything you'd
love to see made into a movie/
Net ix series?
In The Chrysalis I have so
many favorite characters, mainly
Asplin and Renwick. But Carr
was fun to create as well as
Caden
Describe your ideal life from
your point of view.
Being able to write and travel
with the one I love is my ideal
life. :
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Thanks Bruce! Get the
details on Bruce’s book on
the next page.
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CLARENDON HOUSE AUTHOR

BRUCE ROWE

The Chrysalis is coming:
the vast evolutionary process through which the earth
moves from one stage to the next, creating gentler
environments and hence gentler creatures through
adaptation, under the watchful eyes of the Creators of
All Things. In the meantime, Renwick and his
lagomorphs are in danger of being overwhelmed by
the vicious chief of the Dire Wolves, Caden and his
sinister brood of allies.
A perilous quest must
be undertaken; a violent
and merciless enemy
confronted. Be prepared
for a tale of epic triumph,
tragedy and
transformation…

TheandChrysalis
the

Creatures of the Highlands
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www.clarendonhousebooks.com/bruce-rowe

CLARENDON HOUSE AUTHOR

EMILY FLUKE

Life has a magic of its own and when humans forget the sanctity of
it in any form, the world and the Fae Realm are left on the eve of
anarchy.
Dark, redeeming, and full of enchantment, Eve of Anarchy will leave
you questioning the line between good and evil, right and wrong,
and how far you would go to protect your family.
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www.clarendonhousebooks.com/emily-fluke

CLARENDON HOUSE AUTHOR

PETER ASTLE
‘This isn’t a book you’ll nd easy to set
aside until tomorrow: make a cup of tea, get
comfortable, switch off your phone and be drawn into the
little worlds of this book to emerge content and refreshed by
the work of a master author.’ — Grant P. Hudson, 2020

Derbyshire Tales with a Twist
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www.clarendonhousebooks.com/peter-astle

CLARENDON HOUSE AUTHOR

SHARON FRAME GAY
‘Some stories are prose compositions that, while not actually broken
into verse lines, demonstrate a depth of symbology, metaphor, and
other gures of speech common to poetry, producing literary works of
acute beauty in which the expression of feelings and ideas is given an
intensity beyond the norm.
In this collection of tales by the extraordinary writer Sharon Frame
Gay, you will nd yourself again and again both moved emotionally to
rapture and grief while also being entranced by an exquisiteness of
language and a close eye for human detail.’

SONG OF THE

HIGHWAY
A Short Story Collection
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www.clarendonhousebooks.com/sharonframegay

A LITERALLY LITERARY QUIZ
Try to answer the following tricky questions
without using Google! Answers next month.

1. Who coined the term ‘abstract poem’? Edith
Sitwell
2. For which work did Thornton Wilder win the
Pulitzer Prize for drama in 1938? Our Town
3. What word describes the borogoves in
“Jabberwocky"? Mimsy
4. Which historical event does Charles Dickens’s
novel A Tale of Two Cities concern? French
Revolution
5. Which prize is awarded to the most
distinguished American picture book for
children? Caldecott Medal
6. Which Japanese literary prize is awarded
semiannually for the best work of ction by a new
or rising author? Akutagawa Prize
7. What kind of book is a Nebula Award given
for? Science ction
8. In which country might you attend a Kabuki
performance? Japan
9. In which century did science ction become a
major type of writing? 20th
10. Which English poetry group of the mid-17thcentury sided with King Charles I against the
parliament? Cavalier poets

Brave readers can email their non-Googled
answers in to grant@clarendonhousebooks.com
With David Jack, outside The Eagle and
Child, meeting place of the Inklings

At The Kilns
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Answers to last month’s questions:

1. Who is the author of Kidnapped? Robert
Louis Stevenson.
2. The character of Mustardseed is found in
which Shakespearean play? A Midsummer
Night’s Dream.
3. “Lipstick on Your Collar” is a musical
drama written for TV. Who is the writer?
Dennis Potter.
4. What is the name the novel by George
Orwell where we nd the character
‘Napoleon’? Animal Farm.
5. Who is the author of The White Company?
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.
6. Bedknobs And Broomsticks is a book for
children. Who wrote it? Mary Norton.
7. Name the British dramatist who wrote The
Norman Conquests – a trilogy? Alan
Ayckbourn.
8. Satanic Verses is a controversial work.
Who wrote it? Salman Rushdie.
9. Name the play with which Shakespeare’s
started his career as a playwright. Titus
Andronicus.
10. Who ended his writing career with The
Last Tycoon? F Scott Fitzgerald.
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CLARENDON HOUSE AUTHOR

G. MARINO LEYLAND

‘…the world is crazy and we are all a
little crazy in it.’

Pezzi Pazzi |
Crazy Pieces
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www.clarendonhousebooks.com/giuseppina-marino-leyland

C. S. Lewis’s step-son
Douglas Gresham
See what

says about Justin Wiggins’ book

Surprised by Agape
in this video:
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Get your copy today.

NEW RELEASE
JUSTIN WIGGINS

Surprised by
Agape
Audiobook
Listen to the author,
Justin Wiggins, reading
his own book, chapter
by chapter. Let Justin
take you on a personal
journey through his
own experiences with
life, literature and
agape.
NOW AVAILABLE for
only £5.00.

www.clarendonhousebooks.com/justin-wiggins
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A WRITER’S WORKSHOP with

GRANT P. HUDSON
Continuing a special new
illustrated serialisation of the
bestselling book

How Stories Really Work
Exploring the Physics of Fiction
Five years ago, I wrote a book summarising over forty years of research into
the eld of literature, a book my students had begged me to write. Since its
publication, it has garnered many rave reviews, and never less than ve
stars. Now, exclusively, I’m presenting a series of illustrated articles drawn
from that book.

Case Study:
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Macbeth is a perfect example
of how a Tragedy applies
vacuum power.
Traditionally, tragic heroes
are said to be motivated by
hamartia, the in-built ' aw'
which leads an otherwise noble
protagonist gure to
destruction. This is another

Macbeth

way of saying 'character
vacuum'. And we nd that
character vacuums are indeed
the main engine which drives
Tragedies, Macbeth being no
exception. Macbeth as a
protagonist is normally said to
'suffer' from over-ambition, but
66
in vacuum terms over-ambition

would be better stated as a lack
of acknowledgement from the
society around him.
Shakespeare's
understanding of vacuum
power gives us a master-class
in how to use it to construct a
Tragedy in this play.

fi

Here’s Part Thirteen:

We begin with the three
witches who immediately
suggest implicitly and
explicitly that the natural order
is going to be subverted and
our expectations along with it:
Act One
Scene 1
A desert place
(Thunder and lightning. Enter
three witches.)
First Witch: When shall we
three meet again
In thunder, lightning, or in
rain?
Second Witch: When the hurlyburly’s done,
When the battles lost and won.
Third Witch: That will be ere
set of sun.
First Witch: Where the pla
Second Witch: Upon the heath.
Third Witch: There to meet
with Macbeth

First Witch: I come,
Graymalkin
All: Paddock calls: -anon!
Fair is foul, and foul is fair.
Hover through the fog and lthy
air. (Exeunt)
This rst scene creates a
powerful mystery vacuum. But
our introduction to the
eponymous hero himself is far
from what our vacuum theory
might suggest at rst glance.
Instead of being a gure who is
missing something, he seems to
have everything — courage,
command of himself and
almost superhuman powers are
listed among his qualities:
For brave Macbeth — well he
deserves that name— Disdaining
fortune, with his brandish’d steel
Which smoked with bloody
execution,
Like valour’s minion carved out
his passage
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Till he faced the slave;
Which ne’er shook hands, nor bade
farewell to him, Till he unseam’d
him from the nave to the chaps,
And x’d his head upon our
battlements
Duncan: O valiant cousin!
Worthy gentleman!
He appears to be the master
of all he surveys — but the
point is precisely that he isn't.
Someone else is king. Macbeth
has a character vacuum which
reveals itself after he and his
companion meet the witches,
who, in terms of vacuum
theory, do not so much
prophesy that he will become
king as delineate Macbeth's
inner vacuum for the audience.
We glimpse this character
vacuum through his rst
soliloquy:

Macbeth (aside): Two truths are
told, As happy prologues to the
swelling act
Of the imperial theme. - I thank
you, gentlemen - (Aside) This
supernatural soliciting
Cannot be ill; cannot be good: if
ill
Why hath it given me earnest of
success,
Commencing in a truth? I am
thane of Cawdor:
If good, why do I yield to that
suggestio

Whose horrid image doth un x
my hai
And make my seated heart
knock at my ribs,
Against the use of nature?
Present fear
Are less than horrible
imaginings
My thought, whose murder yet
is but fantastical,
Shakes so my single state of
man that functio
Is smother’d in surmise, and
nothing i
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But what is not
This inner vacuum gnaws at
him within, opening up a gap
in his constructed personality
— or rather, revealing that his
constructed personality is an
inner vacuum. Like all
protagonists, Macbeth is the
construct with the most
vacuums in the story.

Shakespeare doesn't let up
on the development of this
character vacuum: the next
scene shows us the king,
Duncan (the misguided old
man with a stick in this
Tragedy) granting power and
titles to his son, Malcolm.
Critical arguments abound
over whether this reveals
Duncan's lack of judgement as
king in overlooking Macbeth as
the military leader who has
just saved his kingdom, but
this is beside the point:
dramatically and in terms of
vacuum power, what it really
does is again highlight
Macbeth's inner character
vacuum:
Macbeth: (aside) The Prince of
Cumberland! that is a step
On which I must fall down, or
else o’erleap,

For in my way it lies. Stars, hide
your res
Let not light see my black and
deep desires:
The eye wink at the hand; yet
let that be
Which the eye fears, when it is
done, to see.
On its own, though, this
vacuum is still not strong
enough to produce a powerful
emotional commitment in the
audience. So Shakespeare
introduces us to the female
companion, the vacuum-laden
Lady Macbeth, who is shown
literally emptying her soul on
stage:
Come, you spirits
That tend on mortal thoughts,
unsex me here,
And ll me, from the crown to
the toe, top-full
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Of direst cruelty! make thick
my blood
Stop up the access and passage
to remorse,
That no compunctious
visitings of nature
Shake my fell purpose, nor keep
peace between
The effect and it! Come to my
woman’s breasts,
And take my milk for gall, you
murdering ministers
Wherever in your sightless
substance
You wait on nature’s mischief!
Come, thick night,
And pall thee in the dunnest
smoke of hell,
That my keen knife see not the
wound it makes, Nor heaven peep
through the blanket of the dark, To
cry 'Hold, hold!'

How tender ‘tis to love the
babe that milks me
I would, while it was smiling
in my face
Have pluck’d my nipple from
his boneless gums,
And dash’d the brains out, had
I sworn as you
Have done to this.
Macbeth: If we should fail?
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It is her vacuum power,
added to Macbeth's own,
which tips things over into
action, prompting Macbeth to
kill the king. Her savage
argument with him, during
which she paints him as a
walking vacuum, not a man at
all, ends with Macbeth ending
his procrastination:
Lady Macbeth: What beast
was’t then That made you break
this enterprise to me

When you durst do it, then
you were a man
And, to be more than what you
were, you would
Be so much more the man. Nor
time nor plac
Did then adhere, and yet you
would make both
They have made themselves,
and that their tness now
Does unmake you. I have given
suck and
knoWinter Soldier and
The

Fed emptiness by his wife,
Macbeth now has tremendous
vacuum power as a character,
but to continue to hold the
audience's attention and to get
the full commitment needed,
even this must grow. Macbeth
determines to empty himself of
humanity even further and
visits the witches again.
Growing more and more
hollow, Macbeth slaughters
Macduff's innocent family.
Lady Macbeth becomes
such a strong example of
walking emptiness — a case of
the female companion
becoming a personi ed
vacuum if ever there was one
— that she sleepwalks in her
insanity; after her suicide,
Macbeth points out in a
soliloquy that he has lost
everything and has entered the
autumn of his life:
I have lived long enough: my
way of lif
Is fall’n into the sear, the
yellow leaf
And that which should
accompany old age
As honour, love, obedience,
troops of friends
I must not look to have; but, in
their stead
Curses, not loud but deep,
mouth-honour, breath,
Which the poor heart would
fain deny, and dare not.

Alexander Pierce — Shadow
70
Protagonist
and Antagonist

Ultimately, reader
commitment is made when
every one of the witches'
prophecies is found to be a false
message, progressing step by
step through ever-larger
vacuums until we know he
really has nothing left:
And be these juggling ends no
more believed, That palter with us
in a double sense

That keep the word of promise to
our ear,
And break it to our hope.
We nd all our constructed,
archetypal gures present in
some form, but wearing Tragic
clothes: Duncan, the old man
with the stick; Lady Macbeth
the female vacuum gure (who
doesn't even have a name of her
own); Banquo the 'comic'
companion; Malcolm the

warrior king with the
suggestion of duplicity; and
Macduff, acting as a shadow
protagonist. The antagonists are
the witches, lling the
protagonist with false hope.
In Tragedy, society's
vacuums are lled with restored
order and usually a new king,
but the individual protagonist's
vacuums are not: that's why it's
a Tragedy.

SUBSCRIBE NOW so that you don’t miss how to apply
this to YOUR writing— or get How Stories Really Work
here as a paperback or Kindle edition

How
Stories
Really
Work

Exploring
the Physics
of Fiction

www.clarendonhousebooks.com/how-stories-really-work
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Gary Bonn has lived all his life as an artist, rebel and writer, on the margin of life,
and is the author of over 100 short stories covering a variety of genres. He’s also
written books, self-published and otherwise, some of which you can nd here. His
writing is a crusade, words are his lance. Gary lives in Scotland with his wife and
family.

Cutting it
Fine
Part Five
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Back along the landing, down stairs, and
through the arch where Dick rst saw Esther, she
ushers him into a tiled room. Dick inches at the
blast of heat. “Are you aware of the impenetrable
cloud trapped in this bathroom?
“It does get steamy in there at rst. Just jump in;
the Jacuzzi is forward a bit and leftish.
Dick takes a few tentative paces but decides not
to jump anywhere. “You mean jump into this
turbulent cauldron that’s giving off gouts of
vapour?
Esther closes the door behind her and casts
towels through dense fog – roughly in the direction
of the rails. “Yes. It’s a jacuzzi and the water is not
boiling. Trust me.
“Ah … is there anything I should know about
your father and his sacri cial soup recipes? Have
visitors ever been known to leave this house? Do
you and your mother ever y on brooms?
“Get in and stop whining. This is the twentyrst century. Witches’ travel is about wormholes
now.” She stands beside him, taking his hand
“You create wormholes?
“Worms create wormholes – there’s a bit of a
clue in the name. Poor things can’t help
themselves. Calm down, I’m neither a witch nor a
cannibal – and that water is only warm, not
scaldingly unfriendly. You are my lover, partnerything, whatever it’s called, and here we are
together, standing by the jacuzzi and about to jump
in.
“Very good. You got three of those points
exactly correct. I think your words ‘jump’ and ‘in’
may indicate the weak spot.
“Oh, you big brave man, you. Do you want me
to jump in to show you you’re safe?
“Maybe just put a leg in for a few seconds and
we’ll see how much of it you get back.
“You want me to risk a foot?
“Arm! I meant use your arm. No, your head.
Aak!” Dick ies forward and ails underwater
until Esther pulls him upright. As he rakes hair
from his face, she says, “See? You’re still alive.
“Are you absolutely sure?”
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“You’d happily sacri ce my head
rather than my arms and legs?
“Really I’d rather not sacri ce anything
of yours but they seem to have useful
functions. Never mind that; I’m more
concerned this supposedly warm water
has cooked my legs already. I think there’s
one of my kneecaps bobbing beside an
onion.
The tsunami created by their combined
immersion returns over the oor, cooling
the back of his neck. “Oh … that’s so
good.” He holds Esther’s waist, and pulls,
rubbing his lips on her nose. “I love being
with you. I had no idea every moment
could be so exciting, so sparkling.
She presses against him. “I’ve decided
to nibble off all your chest hair.
Roy pushes the door open and Ingrid
enters, carrying a tray. She says, “I hope
we’re not interrupting anything. Carry on
regardless; don’t mind us. What are your
towels doing on the wet oor?
Esther laughs, “I couldn’t see the rail at
rst. Anyway, the anatomical changes
happening to Dick at the moment mean
we can use him as a rail instead.
“For all our towels?
“Get Dad’s going too. That’ll be twice
it’s been useful.”
Dick looks from one face to another
and sighs. Esther pokes him. “What?
“Oh, um, nothing, nothing at all.
“Out with it!” she pokes him again
“You’re up to something.
“Hold the tray while I get in,” Ingrid
says to Dick. Taking it, he freezes as if in
shock
“What now?” Esther wails
“Move that mug,” he nods at it, “that
one.
Esther lifts the mug and reveals a photo
printed on the tray. “That’s my gran, or
are you on about the spilled cocoa?
“No … no! that’s Mrs. Blessed.” He
offers mugs around, takes his and rinses
the tray. “That’s exactly her. It has to be.
The water makes it look like she’s crying.
Now, completely unconscious of their
nudity, they move together. Roy shakes
his head. “You can’t possibly … or can
you?”

Ingrid narrows her eyes, peering at the
picture. “So many coincidences. Mum, what
were you up to?
Esther slaps the water. “She’s smiling! I
don’t remember her smiling in that photo.
Right, someone tell me what’s going on!”
“I haven’t a clue, love. Tell me about your
gran.
She claps. “He called me love: he called me
love.
Ingrid says, “It’s all coming together. Mum
was plotting something. From what we’ve
discovered she owns … owned your house,
Dick. She bought it just before she died.
“What?” Esther yelps. “How is this even
possible? She was in hospital, wasn’t she?
“No. That was a while later.” Ingrid
strokes the photo, and says to Dick. “She had
what are commonly referred to as
hallucinations, believing everyone to be
surrounded by angels. She would stop and
chat with...
Roy interrupts. “Dick, where were you
born? Where do you come from?
“I don’t know. Mrs. Blessed was the rst
person I met. She took me to the shop and
said the man would look after me when I
needed things.
“How long have you lived in that house?
“I’m pretty sure I understand years. About
four of them.
“What did she call you? Do you have a
name?
“No name then, but she told me I was the
answer to someone’s prayers. She said
something about lights and cooking and said
she’d be back – but never returned. I...” He
feels Esther stiffen, her eyes wide and
unfocussed. “Are you alright?
Esther puts a hand either side of his face
and stares at him. “F*ck … no, can’t be... No,
no...” Water erupts across the oor in lapping
curves as Esther leaps out. “My bedroom.
Everyone. Now!
“Chasing you naked! How I’ve dreamed of
this!
“Don’t dream: show me.” Racing up the
stairs and into her room, she comes to a halt
so fast a rug nearly folds in half. “There …
Dick, the black book, the thin dusty one under
the folders. For some reason I’m terri ed to
touch it.”
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He kneels down a lifts the book. “I’ve not seen
one of these before. It’s just pictures and scrawls.
What is it?
“A child’s colouring book. Look at the title.
He turns the cover. “Dick Turpin?
“My hero. Gran used to get me to make up
tales about him at bedtime.” She turns. “Mum,
Dad, I think this is going to be spooky. I can’t
look. I think the main picture is near the front.
He’s holding a sword and...
“Poignard,” Dick interrupts. “His lips are very
red. You coloured his hair too.
“It’s like yours. He looks like you.
“Is this writing you did?
“Writing?

Ingrid peers over his shoulder. “That’s Mum’s
writing, my mother … Gran.
Dick reads out loud. “‘I wish you’d rescue me
from this horrible horrible place and stop Mum
and Dad always shouting at me and each other’.
“Oh God...” Ingrid groans and leans on Roy.
Dick continues, “‘He will love and adore me and
always play with me and love me and kiss me
and I won’t be lonely all the time’. There’s more
here. ‘We’d be best friends for ever and ever’.
And here, ‘He’s kind and strong and hugs me lots
and lots’. There are some odd words, ‘clever
dancer’. Wait, I need to turn the book. Right, no, I
can’t make those out but I’ll bet they’re about
poetry and art.”
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Ingrid reaches for Esther’s shoulder. “Oh, my
love.” Esther places a hand on Ingrid’s.
Roy adds his. “Your mother wasn’t
hallucinating. It was us who couldn’t see what
she saw.
Esther ruf es Dick’s hair. “Does that make
you my angel?” She covers her mouth. “Oh!”
“I was expecting two ‘ohs’ Which one was
that?
“All the books in your house were specially
selected. What?” She thumps the oor. “You
were there for four years and never…
“Ah, that actually means three ‘ohs’ then. I
was learning to be what you wanted. Anyway, I
didn’t even know you existed. Presumably that
would have been part of her plan.
“You’re an angel … really?
“How should I know? No one told me
anything. I sometimes think I was taken from
that place I go to decorate the glass – but I don’t
know.
“Oh,” Esther tips her head back. Eyes closed
she whispers, “You’ve done it, haven’t you?
“Of course. Your wish is my command,
fairest lady. You remember saying ‘I wish you’d
work on my family’?
“When did you do it?
“Right from the very beginning – though I
didn’t know then that’s what I was doing. It
started with telling Ingrid and Roy that you
were totally gorgeous. Next came the foot
massage and pretending to fall asleep so you
three had to go into the kitchen, all relaxed and
able to talk. The rest was more or less all of you
working together. I think you’d done a lot of it
yourselves anyway. I knew the job was nished
when the three of you coped with non-coitusinterruptus. Parents and children never share
information regarding sex lives. It’s such a big
taboo the subject was never ever mentioned,
even hinted at, in any book I’ve read. It’s the
ultimate and you all coped brilliantly.
She grabs his chest hair. “OK, so maybe you
helped with that but it’s not over. No, no, you
can’t go anywhere. Don’t leave me now!
“I’m not going anywhere: trust me. ‘We’re
best friends for ever and ever’. It’s all in the
contract. And you got something else absolutely
right.
“Ooh, tell, tell.
“The bit about me adoring you.
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THE END

Find out more about
Gary Bonn’s books on
the next page…

CLARENDON HOUSE AUTHOR

GARY BONN
Through
Another’s
Eyes: A
Short Story
Collection

The
Tethered
Goat: A
Collection of
Short Stories

‘If there is a cutting edge of
storytelling, Bonn is ahead of it,
sharpening the blade…’
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Visit the artistic world of Grant P. Hudson —
original art, now on over 5,000 items of
merchandise internationally.
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The Clarendon House
Submissions Process
Want to submit a novel?
Novella? Collection? Play?
Some other substantial work?
Writers want to get
published. Ideally, they want to
receive monetary reward for
their work too
I’ve been contemplating for
some time how best to serve
those needs.
Right now, Clarendon House
anthologies accept submissions
without cash payment to
authors, but in return offer the
opportunity for such
submissions to be voted as ‘best
in the anthology’ by readers —
and a winning vote gets the
author a book contract, a chance
to publish their own book upon
which royalties are paid.
Having a limited budget as
an independent publisher, and
no resources other than myself,
some expertise and a laptop,

that was the best I could come
up with at the time to help
writers get established and start
a paying career. As far as I know,
no other publisher in the world
offers such an arrangement. And
it’s been successful, with eight
authors so far having received
royalties on their own books
after following this route
But that pathway is still too
narrow, I think. There needs to
be a wider gateway to
commercial returns, especially
for new authors
Over the last three years,
since I started publishing
anthologies and personal
collections, I’ve received almost
two thousand submissions of
one kind or another, and I’ve
been able to make observations
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about them ranging from their
format to their subject matter to
their overall shape. I have also
observed what works and what
doesn’t work in the world of
marketing (and summarised
those ndings in an e-book). All
of those observations add up to
being able to make certain
judgements about whether or
not individual pieces of work
are viable as publications.
Viability is based on questions
like
‘Does this work have an
audience?’
‘What is the likely
commercial size of that
audience?’ and
‘Is there enough potential
here to warrant the time and
effort involved in publishing it?’

Whenever a writer submits a
work to a publisher in the
ordinary fashion, those are the
kinds of question which are
being asked. The technical
accuracy of the writing and
whether or not it’s a carefully
crafted piece, whether or not it
has some kind of ‘soul’ or life of
its own, these all matter too —
but from a publisher’s
perspective, they often lead to
more practical questions: is this
going to be worthwhile
commercially? Is it worth the
time and investment needed to
get it available to readers
The problem is that
publishing takes time and effort.

By far the majority of
publishers take enormous risks
publishing the works that they
do. In fact, every single one of
them (and this applies to
Hollywood movie studios as
well) recoup their annual costs
on the back of one or two ‘hits’,
while 99% of the publications
produce nothing but losses.
That’s just the way the business
model for publishing (and
movie-making) works. If a
publisher doesn’t get at least
one ‘big hit’ in a year, they
struggle to survive; a couple of
years like that, and they’re gone
Part of the publishing
landscape, then, is reducing that
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risk as much as possible and
only producing works which
look like they have a chance of
‘making it’ commercially. Rather
than just ending up with one or
two ‘hits’ by chance, a more
ideal scene would be to have
several works at least recouping
their costs and going on to
commercial stability over a
period of time. Such a scene
might be achieved by more
carefully assessing the potential
audience for each work
submitted.

So my task was simplifying
everything for both writer
(you) and publisher (me)
along the above lines
What I had to do was break
this all down into a kind of
equation that really cuts to the
heart of the matter.
It started with submissions
arriving on my desk (or
laptop, as I don’t have a desk)
My inbox quickly becomes
loaded with unread
submissions, and reading is
one of the few things in the
world which can’t be sped up
to any great degree: pages

take a certain amount of time
to read properly. Most
publishers therefore try to
reduce this factor by asking
for the rst couple of chapters
of a longer work, hoping to be
able to make a judgement
based on those as to whether
or not to proceed further.
But even that didn’t
necessarily produce answers
to the key questions ‘Does this
work have an
audience?’ ‘What is the likely
commercial size of that
audience?’ and ‘Is there
enough potential here to

.
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warrant the time and effort
involved in publishing it?
So I had to nd a way of
circumventing most of this
For this to work, a certain
amount of homework would
need to be done by the writer
before submitting the work.
But that preliminary work
would be valuable in its own
right, whether it produced an
acceptance from me or not
With all this in mind, I’ve
developed a process through
which any writer can submit
any work to Clarendon
House.

The Clarendon House
Submissions Proces
Anyone wishing to use the
process would be expected to ll
in a comprehensive form. That
form would require work,
possibly quite a lot of work, on
the part of a writer prior to
submission
What such a form would
mean, though, would be that a
writer would be able to submit
ANY WORK to Clarendon
House for possible publication:
novels, novellas, collections,
plays, anything which they
wanted to get published. They
would simply need to follow a
series of steps to see if they
would get approved
In line with other standard
publishers, there would be NO
COSTS involved: a work, if
accepted, would be edited,
proofread, formatted with its
own cover and blurb and so on,
without cost to the author. That

would be because I would have
considered it worth the time and
effort, and would expect to
recoup costs and make a pro t
upon publication
Upon acceptance, a book
contract would be signed and a
royalty arrangement agreed
upon
If this interests you, be
prepared. There are pros and
cons, which I will try to
summarise here
Pro
1. You’ll be able to take ANY
work of yours and submit it to
Clarendon House — that novel
you’ve been working on for
years, that series of fantasies
you’ve crafted, that obscure
novella which everyone else has
refused, and so forth — they
now could all have a chance at
reaching readers through
Clarendon House
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2. The answers required by
the form will almost
undoubtedly prove enlightening
to you, regardless of whether
your work is accepted: you’ll
probably have all kinds of
realisations about marketing and
viability and audiences, and
you’ll be able to make
adjustments or preparations
accordingly. The form is actually
an incredibly valuable free
service for writers in its own
right
3. Upon acceptance, you’ll get
to sign a book contract, and your
work will be professionally
edited, formatted and proofread
free of charge — you’ll get to
work with me as a cover
designer too, and I’ll develop an
effective blurb for your book.
4. The book will be released
on Amazon as a paperback and
Kindle version and you’ll receive
royalties periodically based on
sales throughout the year.

1. Feedback from me won’t
be swift — I am anticipating a
huge in ow of forms. I will
progress through them all
carefully. In some cases, I will be
able to advise relatively quickly
that I am not going to publish,
and will try to give guidance as
to next steps; in other cases, I
may come back to you after a
long wait on your part with
additional questions and still, in
the end, say no
2. The answers required by
the form are not simple Yes or
No answers. they will require
serious work, market research
and possibly some introversion
and contemplation on your part.
Filling in the form to the best of
your ability is actually part of
your ‘pitch’ to me as a potential
publisher. Short, brush-off, ‘I
don’t know’ kind of answers
will naturally result in nonacceptance. But even failing to

come up with answers should
teach you some things about the
kinds of barriers which stand
between you and publication.
3. Professional editing,
formatting, proofreading, cover
design, blurb writing for your
book will all occur for free —
but you will need to cooperate
and take my advice on the
above. Three years in the
publishing industry and over
forty years of studying ction
produces a certain level of
knowledge about what works
and what doesn’t
4. Amazon new book releases
don’t necessarily make lots of
money. New authors publishing
rst works should not expect to
make more than a few pounds
or dollars initially. Naturally, if
you have written a great book
and you do the needed market
research — and especially if you
follow the steps outlined in my
marketing book — you will
make more than if you don’t.
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But getting published is really
just the start of the journey
towards commercial viability
Overall, though, this is a
great opportunity to achieve a
dream
So…are you interested
Do you have something in
mind which you think might get
accepted
If so, take a look at this form
and start working through it
PLEASE NOTE: I offer many
paid services which may help
you with the form’s steps. You
are under no obligation
whatsoever to use these in order
to submit work. If you approach
me separately to use such
services, this will not necessarily
predispose me to accept your
work afterwards
Ask me any questions you
wish
grant@clarendonhousebooks.
com
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ANGELICA GREEN

A Startling New
Look at the
Meaning of the
Universe,

featuring
detailed descriptions of all the
Traditional Tarot cards,
PLUS the New Archetypal Tarot
that simplifies them!

BONUS:
FREE Tarot Readings
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CLARENDON HOUSE AUTHOR

And Still I Had These Dreams

ANN CHRISTINE TABAKA

‘And still, I had these dreams.
Dreams of grandeur, iced in white frosting.
Waking to the truth…’
A collection of beautiful poems from an award-winning poet
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ARTICLE by C. L. STEELE
C. L. Steele, an internationally published speculative ction author
enjoys creating new and future worlds. In addition to numerous
publications, Steele has been a contributor to three literary journals/
magazines and nished fth in the Great Clarendon House Writing
Challenge 2019. Poetry continues to call, earning a few published
pieces and a daily practice Facebook page. New this year is a blog for
both ction and non- ction writing. And a proud new journey of selfpublishing as founder of Say It Publishing. C. L. Steele writes many
hours a day as the cats, Magic and Eclipse, watch, play, and distract.

What Is
The
Middle Of
The
Short
Story All
About?
In part, the middle weaves
the con ict in the beginning to
the promised solution in the
end while entertaining the
reader. The characters are
unveiled piece by piece until
we see the onion layers of who
they are in the ending. But the

middle is also what keeps the
reader engaged in the struggle
so the reader can be affected by
the ending. Andrew Knighton
says it best in his article ‘Short
Story Tips: Writing in the
Middle’ for Re: Fiction
Magazine:
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“The middle of the story
is where you lay down the
layers of complication that
will lead to the end.” ~
Andrew Knighton

What is a complication?
Complications are your
characters’ thoughts and
emotions which show their
personality and show how
they interact with others or the
world around them. It’s a form
of an obstacle, something that
is in the way of your
protagonist getting what he
wants or needs. A complication
or obstacle is simply problems
your protagonist must
overcome or learn from to
grow.

Let’s look at some science
that tells us why readers keep
reading through the middle.
From ‘7 Reasons to Love
Reading’, Abe Books surveyed
readers about why they read.
“The wonderful feeling of
refreshment that I continue to
experience each day that I
spend reading a book.” (a
surveyed reader)
Their survey suggests that
we immerse ourselves in the
emotion of others to grow and
renew too. The above

As authors, if we find the
need, solve the need,
write well about it, we will
find appreciative readers.
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statement was one of many
who love learning about life
and themselves through ction
writing
Maslow’s Needs Pyramid
also shows this human need to
learn about ourselves and the
world. As authors, we work
within the belongingness, love,
and esteem needs, towards
self-actualization. As authors,
if we nd the need, solve the
need, write well about it, we
will nd appreciative readers.

Finally, from ‘Frontiers in
Psychology: Emotion Science
Journal’ we learn
Emotion has a substantial
in uence on the cognitive
processes in humans, including
perception, attention, learning,
memory, reasoning, and
problem-solving. Emotion has
a particularly strong in uence
on attention, especially
modulating the selectivity of
attention as well as
motivating action and
behavior
From this research, we learn
that art and life do indeed
imitate each other. In writing,
the middle handles the
emotional building of the story
and the obstacles or
complications are what keep
us hooked as humans. We
need to understand our world,

ourselves, and others and as
authors, we build a middle
lled with the obstacles of life
so that readers can nd the
truths they seek in the truths
we use to build our ction.
Isn’t the synergy lovely?
What is the middle of the
story all about? The middle
handles the emotional
building of the story and the
obstacles or complications are
what keep us humans hooked.
The middle is about setting up
the end. It weaves the con ict
in the beginning to the
promised solution in the end
while entertaining the reader.
The characters are unveiled
piece by piece until we see the
onion layers of who they are in
the ending. The middle is what
keeps the reader engaged in
the struggle so the reader can
be affected by the ending. The
middle is the struggle. Without
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Reading changes our
thoughts.

the struggle, the reward of the
ending would be lessened. You
need the reader emotionally
connected to the character and
the struggle because that
attachment leads to learning
and in uences human
attention. The emotioncharged reading of short
stories offers changes to the
human experience for the
reader. Reading changes our
thoughts. We have all stayed
up all night trying to discover
from a novel the solution to
the con ict set up in the rst
paragraph. That longing to
know is calling to us from the
pages written by a different
mind. That is our impact as
authors. And it happens with
short stories too. Who hasn’t
been moved or cried or been
haunted by a short story that
taught you something about
the world, yourself, or others?

One of my favorite stories
is about a man who has lost
his wife during co-vid. He
blames himself for not being
able to protect her and not
being able to say goodbye; not
being there when she dies
haunts him. I got this idea
straight from the news. I
wanted to give that man,
crying in front of the reporter,
some peace. So I created a
beginning, setting up the
con ict of not being there at
her death, and an ending
where this male character dies
all alone. The story is in the
middle. Because of the
complications he faced in the
middle, I was able to use
those lessons to provide a
peaceful death. A death in
which the readers know that

we are never alone. The
middle obstacles were steps
for him, each needed to
understand his death. Now I
could just say we are never
alone, but without the
emotion, do you believe it?
With the emotion, you will. ‘I
love you’ cannot be felt
without all the steps that lead
to the emotion. You must
show and emotionally tie
your story to your reader to
keep them reading and move
them both to the end and
affected by the ending. That is
what readers demand—to be
moved—to be changed. It is
why we read. It is why we
write.
Some call this emotional
pull of overcoming obstacles
and taking your protagonist

That is what readers
demand—to be moved—
to be changed.
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deeper into the darkness as
maintaining engagement. And
that is true. Here are a few
tips on how to do this
speci cally for short stories
and ash writing where you
don’t have the luxury of a lot
of words to create these
emotions.
One doesn’t ever bluntly
say it. ‘He was sad’ are three
emotionally wasted words. If
you make your words say
more than one thing at a time
you don’t need as many. For
example, 'A blank stare
always crossed his face when
others mentioned her.’ Twice
as many words but more
power. Go for the power.
Show it. Telling is sometimes
unavoidable but it should be
endangered if not extinct.

A habit or phrase might help
convey emotion. My story had
a y sher repeat the same
phrase three times. Seems like
wasted words but in the end,
those words are shown in his
death. The connection makes
the power happen in the end. A
character that kicks his toe
repeatedly against curbs, and
rocks with nervousness
suddenly stops that behavior
shows something, right? He’s
secure now. What your setting
looks like to your character
may convey meaning in a small
number of words. Example:

‘The crescent-shaped ngernail
marks dug into the blue
armrest of his airplane seat
didn’t ease the trip he must
make to nd the truth.’ The
inference is the con ict or
hurdle he overcame – his fear
of ying. No need to talk about
it, this one observation by him
says it all. The peeling paint or
the car or the color of the
drapes can all say something of
the emotion and how your
character reacts says something
too.
Setting and atmosphere may
also be a source of con ict. Ask
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yourself what could the reader
learn about the setting by
seeing it differently? How will
the setting or atmosphere affect
the protagonist or the other
characters? A complication/
obstacle advances the plot
toward the outcome. Each
complication and obstacle are
an opportunity to deepen the
character and advance the story
to its nal scene
Kingston also offers this
advice which I too think is
essential in creating the middle
of the story.

Each complication and
obstacle are an opportunity to
deepen the character and
advance the story to its final
scene.

Make sure that events have
causal connections rather than
just following each other. If one
doesn’t lead into another, you
don’t have a building story, you
have a series of disconnected
events. If you set your story out
in bullet points, each one should

be linked by “therefore” or “but”,
not just “and then…
Let the story ow
organically and logically and
emotionally. A sudden twist
must have been built all along
the way. There need to be
solid reasons why mildmannered Richard blows up

the building killing
thousands. With causal
connections, your reader will
see why. It’s not just that he’s
a Dick (see what I did there?)
Plant the seeds or drop the
breadcrumbs as you go. This
takes fewer words than you
think.

L the story flow organically and
logically and emotionally.
”
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Think about how you will
connect the middle to the
climax or the nal act. It is the
moment when instead of
failing or nding another
obstacle the character uses all
the middle to conquer in the
end. The middle is how he

learned how to solve the
beginning problem. The
ending is the showing of the
culminating of learning and
the clean-up of loose ends. If
you have a big bang
beginning, and a middle that
raises the stakes as it goes, you
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will have earned the reader’s
trust. Once you do that, the
climax, falling action, and
conclusion being read are all
but a given. Next month we
will talk about the nal act
and ways to end a story.

John is originally from Guilderland, NY, but moved to
Arizona in 1999 and is a retired graphic designer,
advertising art director, copywriter and illustrator.
He spends much time now at his 40 acre off the grid ranch
in northern Arizona, occasionally joined by his lovely and
forbearing wife Wendy. Many of his stories were written
there during the quiet starry nights amid the howls of
coyotes, hooting owls and things that go bump in the night.

The
Littlest
Snowman
on Route 66
Part One
THE MOV
I was just eight years old when my parents
moved from Ash Fork to Flagstaff. My father
was a police of cer in the Yavapai County
Sheriffs' Department and my mother worked as
a waitress at The Ranch Cafe in town while
nishing her masters and doctorate degrees at
Northern Arizona University in Flagstaff. She
had started this work well before I was born and
it took her a long time. Mom eventually got a job
in the Chemistry Department at the University
and my Dad left the police force to take a job as
head of campus security. He didn't mind because
it was safer than police work, my mom had
nally achieved her goals and of course, he had
me to think about too.

My name is Dr. Wendee Goldman Sanders, a
fairly well known scientist and a Professor of Physics
and Chemistry at MIT. As a person of science I can
say that the story I am about to tell you should be
impossible and my learned colleagues would tell you
that it absolutely is impossible. Surely they will laugh
at me, but I am going to tell it to you because it is
true, and because it really happened. It happened to
me when I was just a little girl

.
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That was all ne and good for them but it wasn't
ne and good with me. I had a lot of friends in town
and loved the small town life. I especially liked all
of mom's fellow waitresses and cooks at the Ranch
Café. Fayrene Hume at the museum who was and is
the town historian and “Saint Lucy” as everyone
called her who had been just about everything in
town in her time from a police posse member to
postmaster were also important to me. Lucy was
now retired and helped out just about anyone who
needed darn near anything in town. My teachers
were great as was our school and many of my
classmates were fun, especially my best friend
Marci. Now all of that was about to change because
Flagstaff was a small city, not a small town and it
was forty minutes away from Ash Fork on the
freeway, Interstate 40. Now all of these details I am
telling you now didn't enter the mind of my eightyear-old self, all I really knew was that Flagstaff was
a long way from Ash Fork and I would never see
my friends and everything else that was “home” to
me
I was crushed. My parents said we had to move

and I would surely make new friends, even more
because we were moving to a big suburban
neighborhood with lots of houses and the
elementary school was only a few blocks away.
“Baloney!” I said to myself at the time and cried the
whole way there in the car.
Our house was a lot bigger than our old shabby
house in Ash Fork but that didn't matter one wit to
me. It was my house and I knew every nook and
cranny including the weird animal images I saw in
the knotty pine paneling and the imaginary secret
portal in the back of my closet that led to a big old
house with lace curtains, window seats and lled
with toys. I could care less about freshly painted
perfect walls, dishwashers and built in microwave
ovens. The two car garage meant nothing along
with the freshly paved neatly landscaped streets. I
spent most of the month before school began
arranging, rearranging and hating rearranging my
room. My toys and books were all of the remaining
comforting elements of home. Everything else was
strange, foreign and a constant reminder that I was
not home as I thought of home.
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Give your future
partner in your
busines the respe
you would want.

My parents were busy getting ready to
start their new jobs. Dad was already
away at the college campus most days
setting up personnel changes and new
procedures. Mom too was prepping for
classes and sitting many faculty and
administration meetings. All of this I did
not know or care about at my age. I only
knew that they were too busy to spend
much time with me and on days that both
were gone, I was alone except for Mrs
Caruthers who was my babysitter. Most of
the time she just watched daytime TV
game shows or napped. So I arranged
and rearranged some more and waited for
school to start, with each passing day that
it came nearer lling me with dread. I got
a little tour of the school when my parents
brought me in to register. It was enormous
and brand spanking new, nothing like my
old school. I was sure I would get lost and
never be heard from again, but my dad
tried to assure me that in a couple days I
would be right at home there. “Baloney,” I
said again to myself. It would not and
could not be like my school at my real
home. I tried to convince myself they were
right but I just couldn't. Why didn't they
understand?
Finally, the big day arrived. I didn't get
lost, well maybe once or twice, and my
teacher was very nice and didn't once pull
out a knife and fork and try to eat me for
lunch or anything, but she wasn't Mrs.
Morgan whom I knew well and was to be
my new teacher back home in Ash Fork.
Eventually I would get used to her and
even come to like her but I sure didn't feel
that way quickly.
Recess was a nightmare. I had been
introduced as new to the school to all the
kids on the rst day but most of them
already had their group of friends and
apparently didn't have any interest in
adding anyone else. From overheard
conversations, they weren't interested in
the same things I was. Most of it seemed
to center around things they had or cool
things they were going to do, or cool
things they were going to have. As bad as
the ones who ignored me were, the ones
who didn't were worse. A lot worse.
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First of all - I was a “hick.” Just a country
bumpkin from a tiny little “hick” town who
dressed funny and talked funny too. A lot of my
clothes had come from the Family Dollar, The
Virtual Closet second hand store, or were sewn by
my mom or Mrs. Gunther our old next door
neighbor. L.L. Bean, JC Penny and Sears were not
where I got my clothes. I had a few out ts from a
store down in Prescott but not many.
Second of all - I was just plain “the new kid”
and they needed to push at me to see how far they
could go so they could gure out how I would t
or hopefully not t in with them. Most of them
were upper middle class city kids and many of
their parents, like mine, worked at the University.
The fact that mine did also didn't count. I was still
the “hick” with the weird name. In short order I
became Windy, Wendy Bird, like in Peter Pan, or
Goldie or Goldilocks even though my hair was
dark brown.
My last name was Goldman, which of course
which had led to the latter of the two names, but in
addition to that, I was Jewish. The only Jewish kid
in the class and as I later learned one of only ve in
the whole school. We weren't Orthodox, wearing
black and yarmulkas and traditional dress or
anything like that, and in thinking back on it,
antisemitism really had nothing much to do with it.
Eight and nine year olds don't really think in those
terms except as they might have caught a hint of it
at home. The point was that I was different in yet
another way. Had I been a hick and a Hindu or
Buddhist or believed in the Norse Gods like Odin
and Thor it would have been all the same. I was the
new kid, from a hick town who had a different
religion. Three strikes before I even came to the
plate. Had I been more mature, worldly wise, or
been more self-assured, I could have coped with it.
But what eight-year-old is any of those things?
So I suffered through fall and because as before,
my parents were still absorbed in their new jobs
and getting assimilated themselves, I suffered
alone. As I think back, my mom might have been
going through something similar to me because she
too was a “hick” from a small town. My dad not so
much. He was a cop after all and had dealt with a
lot worse stuff in his life. Suffering may be a bit of a
strong word but “alone” is a big word - a powerful
and scary word. If you can't cure alone by nding
friends you retreat further into “alone” until it
almost feels comfortable. You hate it but you
become used to it and it sinks in. Really deep.
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WINTER ARRIVE
Winter in Flagstaff was very
different. What snow we got in Ash
Fork was dry and quickly blown away
by high winds. The snow that came
that rst winter in Flagstaff was deep
and wet. “We were at least 2,000 feet
higher in elevation,” my father told me.
The boys called it “good packing”
snow, ideal for snowballs and
snowmen. Snowballs didn’t excite me
because I was sure I was going to be
considered a moving target by most of
the boys. The girls in the neighborhood
mostly ignored me but some of the
boys were mean. They teased, called
me names, and delighted in shooting
spitballs and rubber bands at me in
school or on the way.
After a particularly big snowfall, as I
watched the neighborhood boys
building snowmen from our living
room window, I decided so go outside
and look at them. I have no idea what I
was thinking at the time – not thinking
was probably the answer, because as I
was looking in wonder at the huge
snowmen they were building, one boy,
who always seemed to delight in
tormenting me called out to his fellow,
“Hey, look, Windy Wendee came out in
the big bad snow.” There followed a
barrage of taunts, snowballs and
laughter, so I retreated to the house and
went to my room.
Still in my winter coat, I sat
disconsolately and fuming on my bed
looking about my room aimlessly,
when I saw a Mr. Potato Head toy
sitting in pieces on the oor of my
closet. Even he seemed to mock me
with a raised eyebrow and misplaced
features. What I really wanted to do
was smack the crap out of the
neighborhood boys, but they were too
big even for a tomboy hick from little
old Ash Fork, but a weird and
admittedly warped idea took form in
my hurt mind.
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Gathering up Mr. Mocking Potato Head, I
went through our kitchen, stopping at the utility
drawer and went into the back yard where
nobody would see me except maybe “Miss
Kitty,” the neighborhood cat, who seemed
always to be pouncing on some sparrow or
bluebird. Her I could handle, and in the mood I
was in, she would not be a happy cat. Finding a
nice open snowy spot I started to build a
snowman. Just a little sucker, not some big thing
like the boys out front were busy making. I
wanted one only about a foot high for my
purpose. My chest was heaving with anger and
frustration as I started to build it, which didn’t
take overly long. When the snowballs were made
and stacked, I used the Mr. Potato Head eyes,
nose (stupid moustache and all), ears and arms,
sticking them in the wet heavy snow in place of
the traditional buttons, carrots and sticks. When
that was done, I pulled out a plastic funnel from
my pocket, the one purloined from the kitchen,
turned it upside down and plopped in on its
head. A Tupperware dunce cap it was, and it t
perfectly. That stupid little snowman just
incontinently sat there in the middle of our small
back yard with no idea of the fate I had in store
for it. It had no idea, none, but I sure did. The
whole time I was making it, tears were streaming
down my face, dripping on my coat, scarf and
the snowman. I had never heard of a voodoo
doll, but in my mind this inanimate snowman
represented all the boys (and girls by proxy) who
seemed bent on making me miserable
Clearing a path in the snow down to the
brown sleeping grass as I went, I backed off
about ve feet and scuffed my boots to clear
them of any sticky slippery snow. As I did this I
looked up and saw “Miss Kitty” sitting on our
fence watching me with that smarty pants cat
look on her face and twitching her tail as though
mocking me in her own hateful way. Snuf ing
back the ooze from my runny nose as I bent over,
I made a small, compact and very hard snowball.
My dad took be to a baseball game one time last
summer, but I swear that no pitcher that day
threw a ball harder, more accurate and fast that
day than I threw at that cat. Of course, that is a
bit of an exaggeration, but that snowball
smacked that cat right in its face and knocked it
clean off the fence.
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“That’s for the little bluebird you
killed last summer, you stinker,” I
yelled. Then I turned toward the little
snowman, scuffed my feet again, and
got ready to run forward and
placekick him into smithereens. I
could already see the funnel sailing
toward the goal posts that were really
a pair of barren saplings, and Mr.
Potato Head features ying in all
directions like pieces of a piñata at a
birthday party.
Leaning over and clenching my
sts preparatory to starting my run, I
saw the moustache twitch and the Mr.
Potato Head eyes, pop off and land in
the snow in front of the snowman. In
their place, two eyes opened, clear,
large and bright blue, sparkling in the
sun. Stunned and curious, I walked
forward slowly, all thought of eld
goals and kick offs evaporated
“I like the moustache,” it said.
“Can I keep it?”
I was speechless
“I’m not sure about the hat though.
Something with a wider brim would
keep the hot sun off of my head.”
The rst thought that came to me
was maybe I had fallen asleep in my
room and was just dreaming this, but
my nearly frozen toes argued against
that hypothesis. My mouth went dry
and my palms began to sweat.
“What… where did you… who are…”
I stammered
“Let’s start with ‘who’ if you don’t
mind,” it said. “You can call me
‘Frosty, Snow-Boy, Billy-Bob, Jimmy
John’ or whatever you please, but not
‘Bogus.’ That name, is already taken.
Maybe you saw the movie with the
big goofy Frenchman and Haley Joel
Osment?” A smile popped out
beneath the Mr. Potato Head nose and
moustache. “Personally, I rather fancy
‘Bernard’ – a nice name don’t you
think?
“Bernard?” I said, still rather
confused and not a little mysti ed.

“Bernard W. Allman, if you wish to be formal,
but not Bernie please.” He winked as he said this
and I sat down hard in the snow.
“Now as to your other queries, where I came
from I have no clue really but the why is very
simple. Your tears brought me. You are hurt,
lonely and need a friend – so… here I am! But if
you want me to stick around for a while, you
better get me a broader brimmed hat and get me
out of the sun. Maybe it would be better under
the eaves next to your dad’s shed? The sun never
hits that spot.”
My eight-year-old brain was befuddled,
scared and massively confused, so I turned and
ran into the house and upstairs to my room. I sat
on my bed for a moment shaking. As I did I saw
an old doll of mine with a big straw hat on its
head, sitting on a shelf. “What are you waiting
for?” it seemed to say. There was no wink, no
moving lips, and no nod of the head. If there had
been I might have gone screaming to my mother
and this story never written, but instead, I pulled
the hat off and brought it outside. Replacing the
funnel on Bernard, the snowman’s head with the
hat, I then picked it up, or him rather, and carried
him carefully to the shade under the eaves
“Thank you, he said, “Much better here.”
“Now what?’ I asked.
“First we have to get to know one another. All
I know is that you are hurting inside but that’s
about it. Please tell me why.
An hour later, near dusk, I had nally told him
everything about myself, from my home and
friends in Ash Fork to this horrible life in
Flagstaff. Just getting it out in words lifted a great
weight. Until then I had kept it all bottled up
inside except a few times I tried to talk to my
mother and father about it. They had been kind,
but told me that “these feeling would pass in
time,” and “I would see it differently later, blah,
blah, blah…” they didn’t understand how I felt
from my point of view which was now, not in
some distant, non-existent future. Kids are not
very good at the whole “put it in perspective”
thing. They only understand and feel how they
feel and think that day, or that minute. It as just
like when I had my rst crush on Jimmy Sanders
and he moved out of town with his folks. I was
devastated, but all they could say, that it “wasn’t
important now because blah, blah, blah, I would
get over it soon, blah, blah and more blah.” I was
sad then and it was big to me then.

.
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Bernard said none of those
things. He just listened and
asked questions from time to
time between my sobs. Before I
knew it, I heard my dad’s car
pull up, my mom was already
home, and knew I would be
called in for supper soon. I
looked toward the back door
and started to say
“Yes, supper time. Just a
thought or two for you to chew
on while you’re chewing and
that pepperoni pizza your dad
brought home with him.
“What other people think
about us is none of our
business. What we think of
ourselves is what counts. Hang
on to the good and toss out the
rest. Just sitting in your own
lonely poop and being angry
might seem comfortable
because it is, after all, your own
poop, but it still stinks. Reach
out to nd friends. If they don’t
respond, try again or move on.
Until they do, you have me,
and I think you are a bright,
pretty, sensitive and thoughtful
girl, just like Fayrene, Lucy,
your teachers and friends in
Ash Fork did. Hold on to that if
you need to until you nd your
own self. Now get on to super
before it gets cold. I like cold
pizza, but I bet you don’t!
As we ate supper, my daddy
was watching the news. When
it was over the weather forecast
came on – cold and cloudy for
the next week with the
possibility of more snow. Mom
and dad weren’t happy about
that – but I was!

SUBSCRIBE NOW SO THAT
YOU DON’T MISS THE
NEXT EPISODE!
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CLARENDON HOUSE AUTHOR

CARMEN BACA

Viajes con Fantasmas
‘…benevolent ghosts battle with
venomous dark spirits in a life and
death, winner-take-all contest that
could result in a whole family going to
Hell.’
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www.clarendonhousebooks.com/carmen-baca

BEST SELLERS
CARMEN BACA

Cuentos Del
Cañón
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www.clarendonhousebooks.com/carmen-baca
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Poe y C n
Poetry this month from ELIZABETH BROWN

Hal Price in Heaven
“These are hal price in Heaven,” he said,
As he folded his mighty wings,
He held a sele ion of wishes and prayers,
Requests for di erent things.
“What will you choose, I wonder?” he mused,
“Riches or prizes or fame?”
I looked through them all, so many to choose,
How should I play this game?
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“I think I may choose this,” I said,
And chose the gi of love,
“The gi of love,” he said, “you know
Comes down from high above.”
As I chose the gi of love
He watched and smiled at me,
“You’ve chosen well, there is no charge,
The gi of love is free.”
© 2021 Elizab h Brown.
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MASTERPIECES 2021

Myth & the 'Now'
This book takes the reader on a journey into the heart of myth and
attempts to bring it into view in new ways. It’s a voyage which will visit
unusual places, from Asgard and the world of the Norse Gods, to Navajo
plains and Finnish lakes; along the way, be prepared to glimpse not only
the evolution of human civilisation but the human soul and how it grows in
individuals.
Get ready to look beyond the edge of ction’s universe to an even wider
world.

Learn more
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The world doesn't know about the
compound hidden underground, and the
wealthy investors funding it want things to
stay that way…
It's 2027 with numerous
scienti c advances having
been made, but most of the
facility's research is illegal. If
animal rights' activists had
an inkling of what went on,
they'd clamor for justice.
Human rights' activists
would scream from the
rooftops
By the time 2030 arrives,
researchers have worked
for awhile with feline service
units and Human Replicas
—HRs—virtual prisoners
with no rights. More and
more of them are dying, and
they long for freedom. One
of the top scientists isn't
happy with the status quo
either. Tensions are
mounting, and things are
not as they appear…
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Gabriella Balcom writes fantasy, horror, romance, sci- , literary ction, and more,
and was nominated for the 2020 Washington Science Fiction Association’s Small
Press Award. She won second place in JayZoMon/Dark Myth Company’s Open
Contract Challenge, and her novelette, Worth Waiting For, was published. Her book,
On the Wings of Ideas, came out recently, while another is pending publication. Her
109
author’s page: https://m.facebook.com/GabriellaBalcom.lonestarauthor

CLARENDON HOUSE AUTHOR

R. A. GOLI

Unfettered:
A Short Story Collection
‘A bird succubus that comes in a storm; a bed-andbreakfast from Hell; secret histories from before
fairy tales and myths; an asylum from beyond your
darkest nightmares…’
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www.clarendonhousebooks.com/r-a-goli

CLARENDON HOUSE AUTHOR

P. A. O’NEIL

Witness
Testimony
and Other Tales

‘Some authors paint such vivid
pictures with their words that
the reader feels as though he
or she is actually present, a
silent observer or phantom,
almost participating in the
events of a tale…’
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https://www.clarendonhousebooks.com/paoneil
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Organic
Marketing

From the pages
of Crack Your
Marketing, some
hot tips to truly
help you get
book sales!
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The conventional
marketers of today equate
to the nomadic hunters of
yesteryear.
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You’re probably going to think that I have
wandered off the subject of marketing here,
but it’s in order to make real an analogy
which, once you understand it, could quite
possibly change the way you view marketing
forever — and therefore your path to viability
as a writer
Organic marketing, properly understood,
has a parallel in the development of
agriculture 12,000 years ago. Settled
agriculture fundamentally changed human
societies in ways that you may not have
considered.
For example: you expect, when you go
shopping, to be able to get food — even if
there’s a temporary shortage of one item, other
items will be plentiful available, right? You
have come to expect that a food supply will be
readily accessible. You expect that, through
certain agricultural practices, there will always
be enough to sustain you and your family and
the surrounding society. You don't expect that,
in order to eat today or tomorrow, you will
have to go out hunting for wild game — and
yet, for the vast majority of human history,
people lived from day to day based on the
food they could hunt down at that time.
People were nomadic for that reason —they
did not have permanently settled societies, but
moved around to chase the food.
Around 12,000 years ago, something
fundamental changed. People in various parts
of the world discovered that they could
control the growth of wild plants, thus
ensuring that they had enough food without
having to hunt for it daily or move around to
nd it or chase it.
Do you see the parallel yet
Right now, producers of products,
including writers of books, live a ‘nomadic’
existence, hunting every day for the next sale.
If they can’t or don’t want to do this for
themselves, they hire marketing rms to do it
for them — but the principle is still the
primitive one of seeking out potential
customers, and then using every possible
marketing ‘trick’ to get those people to buy
The conventional marketers of today equate to
the nomadic hunters of yesteryear
The development of agriculture led to vast
changes in human society; the development of
organic marketing can do the same.
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Human societies changed hugely during
Neolithic times — one big adjustment was the
shift from a nomadic to a sedentary life. A
sedentary society is one that no longer moves
around; it settles in one place. When early
humans began farming, they were able to
produce enough food so that they no longer had
to follow the food source all over the place. That
led to permanent structures, villages, towns, and
eventually cities
As a writer, using the principles of organic
marketing, you will no longer have to chase your
next sale, shifting attention from your writing to
try to master ‘search engine optimisation’ and all
the rest of that stuff to pin down your customers
and then bombard them with ads until they buy.
All of that will be gone: you’ll be able to focus on
your writing and related topics that you love;
you’ll be able to build worlds, set up places for
your readers to meet, and gradually build
networks of fans all across the globe — all from
your desk or armchair
Remember, conventional marketing came into
existence to solve the problem of an absence of
customers. Like the nomadic hunters,
conventional marketing develops better and
better traps to try to grab customers and hang
onto them. It lives from day to day, campaign to
campaign, testing and split-testing, spending
time and energy in the ceaseless ‘war’ to feed the
client
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For the first time in
mark ing history, there
might be enough audience to
sustain viability.
Organic marketing solves that problem in a
much better way
The rise of settled, agricultural societies led to
an increase in population. A greater ability to
control the amount of food produced led to a
surplus of food. Along with a lower death rate
due to less fatal hunting injuries, this meant that
population boomed. For the rst time in history,
there was enough food to sustain larger
settlements of people. Some of them became the
world’s rst cities
Hard though it may be to imagine, organic
marketing works in the same way: a greater
ability to control the number of potential and
actual customers leads to a surplus of interest in
a writer’s work
Along with a lower failure rate due to less
time and money wasted on advertising
campaigns, this also means a much greater
ef ciency and focus in a writer’s life. For the rst
time in marketing history, there might be enough
audience to sustain viability. Complex
arrangements of groups and sub-groups could
result in self-sustaining ‘cities’ of fans and superfans
If it’s hard to imagine, that’s OK: it was
probably hard for the nomadic hunters to
understand the bene ts of a settled society at
rst. It’s a different world.
114

cultivation and patience will produce the ‘crop’ of
sales of your own work
If these sales get to a point where you gain a
viable income from them, that will give you even
more time and energy to focus on your writing.
You might even get to the point where you could
afford to pay someone to run the groups for you.
That means all you have to do is write
Settled agriculture gave society the leisure to
do other things than search constantly for food,
like design new tools, construct buildings, invent
writing, create art, develop philosophy, come up
with mathematics, and so forth.
Imagine what you could come up with, if you
didn’t have to worry about where your income
was coming from
What would that be like?

Farming Your Publi
How many people does it take to operate a
farm? A few, maybe — but generally, a productive
farm will produce more food than the people
working it can eat by themselves. Leftover food
means that some can be sold for pro t.
How many people does it take to operate a
social media group? Usually only one — if the
group grows larger it might take a handful. But a
well-run group will produce more sales than the
number of people running it could have obtained
by any other means. In terms of energy ef ciency,
organic marketing creates more than it burns
Imagine running three or four social media
groups, each one focused on particular topics that
are utterly fascinating to you and which are a joy
to engage with. Each group is a ‘farm’: careful

.
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Genre-speci c
social media
groups are
created
Regular,
relevant posts
maintain
vibrancy

More
sales are
generated

ORGANIC
MARKETING
Word of
mouth
spreads in the
group and
beyond

Focusing
Protocol
orientates,
echoes, and
reframes
members
perceptions of
your work
Your ction turns
readers into fans
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We’re not looking
just at ‘changing the
way you market your
books’ — we’re
looking at a total
change of lifestyle built
around your writing.

In these pages, we’ve played with the idea of
running one or a handful of social media groups,
built around topics of great interest to you and
relating to your ction, and from them generating
potential customers for your books. We drew
parallels between the cultivation of healthy social
media groups full of ‘warm prospects’ for your
work, and the changes that occurred in human
society 12,000 years ago which led to all kinds of
things, including art, inventions and civilisation
itself
We’re not looking just at ‘changing the way
you market your books’ — we’re looking at a total
change of lifestyle built around your writing. The big
plus is that you get to focus entirely on your
writing and associated material that you love,
and you acquire emerging fans and super-fans
over a period of time
Not a single ad, not a single spamming post,
not a single attempt to ‘sell’ anyone anything
To do this correctly, though, the above
principles need to be applied
When running your group or groups, you
need to keep feeding them with appropriate material,
on topic and relevant so that they stick around
and engage with the group
You need to be sensitive to the culture of the
groups you create — in practical terms, this means
being very careful about introducing your own
work and trying to sell it madly to members. By
engaging with your groups yourself, mentoring
and participating in the conversations, and
pacing your expectations, you will nd yourself
working with the group’s members, growing to
like them and helping to sustain their interests.
This will lead naturally — organically — to sales
of your book or books
What you’re building is a set of relationships
which deal in fairness and a high, positive level of
communication. Whereas conventional marketing
asks you to simply hunt down and take money
from strangers, organic marketing asks you to
involve yourself and glean understanding from a
group of people who will become over time
known to and admired by you, as you will by
them
As you manage your social media interaction
with them in a precautionary and responsible
manner, protecting their ‘health and well being’
in terms of keeping them interested and free from
any upsetting exchanges, you are cultivating an
audience of fans.
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This principle of health of
individuals and social media
communities cannot be separated
from the health of the ‘topic
ecosystem’. For example, if you
have a Space Fantasy group which
avidly discusses its topic, and
someone heavily insults and
disparages Edgar Rice Burroughs,
one of the key exponents of the
space fantasy genre, leading to
argumentative threads between
members, you might need to step in
as an admin and calm things down.
It will be up to you to set the tone of
a group — healthy debate about
relevant topics produces healthy
thoughts and interactions which in
turn fosters the health of interest in
your work. Members stick around,
recommend your group to their
friends, take a look at your own
books, and everyone wins
Health is the wholeness and
integrity of any living system — not
simply the absence of illness, but the
maintenance of physical, mental,
social and ecological well-being.
When you step out of conventional
marketing with its primitive
hunting techniques, and become an
organic marketer running your own
‘farms’ of interested public, you
want safe, upbeat and engaged
interaction that stays on topic and
remains polite — this builds
interest, immunity, resilience and
regeneration which in turn lead to
sales
The role of organic marketing,
whether in acquiring new members,
interacting with them, spreading the
word, or getting sales, is to sustain
and enhance the health of groups
and their members from the
Occasional Visitor to the Superfan.
In particular, organic marketing is
intended to produce high quality hot
prospects that contribute to further sales
of your work.
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www.clarendonhousebooks.com/crackyourmarketing

Book marketing
not working?
Worried that your book
will ‘never sell’?
Spending too much time on marketing
when you’d rather be writing?

Implement a
Marketing Strategy
That Works!
What you get:

•A marketing platform that actually sells your book
•Con dence that your book will nd a correct public
•Freed-up time and attention from
the whole mysterious area of ‘marketing’
= more time to focus on writing
•The foundations of a career as a writer
•Mentored support to get you started

50%
F
OF

Interested?

Go here for more details
https://www.clarendonhousebooks.com/
exclusive-services
or drop me a line:
grant@clarendonhousebooks.com
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‘The biggest marketing breakthrough since bread!’

Wilfred has always been a loner,
though less of one with his late wife,
Beth. She's been gone over thirty
years, but he still misses her…
Cancer took her while he
served in the Army
overseas, devastating
him and their ve young
children. He left the
military to care for them,
days stretching into
months and years. By the
time they left home, his
routines were set in stone
—work, hobbies, work...
Coworkers had tried to
set him up on dates, but
he'd resisted. He'd stayed
busy, found life
rewarding, and being
alone was normal.
Comfortable.
Eventually, Wilfred
moves to a different
place, and a sweet lady
named Sadie welcomes
him to the neighborhood.
He has no idea he's
lonely, or that his life's
about to change…
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Gabriella Balcom writes fantasy, horror, romance, sci- , literary ction, and more,
and was nominated for the 2020 Washington Science Fiction Association’s Small
Press Award. She won second place in JayZoMon/Dark Myth Company’s Open
Contract Challenge, and her novelette, Worth Waiting For, was published. Her book,
On the Wings of Ideas, came out recently,121while another is pending publication. Her
author’s page: https://m.facebook.com/GabriellaBalcom.lonestarauthor

ARTWORK by TRISH BAILEY
Trish has always had an artistic streak, making
decorative candle holders, furniture and other artifacts.
Her friends would ask her to make some for them also.
In 2018 Trish was diagnosed with breast cancer and
through her subsequent journey she rekindled her
artistic purpose and began painting. She likes to paint
using bright colours and things which give her joy. All
her paintings are intuitive from the heart and are the
product of many many hours of painstaking work, and
many layers. Trish loves textures and currently paints
in acrylic with glazing on canvas using a variety of
techniques, such as impasto or sgraf to, and also often
includes gold leaf or other materials. She lives with her
writer husband in New Zealand on the Hibiscus Coast,
and New Zealand is a source of her inspiration. Trish
also began writing poetry and has had two poems
published by Clarendon House Publications, and the
poems are a form of cathartic healing for the wounds of
the past. You can nd out more and purchase her work
here.
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Hibiscus Gold

Inside Out
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(Over the page: Dancing Kowhai -Kowhai pronounced Kophai a tree with yellow flowers)
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ESSENTIALS 2021

Grab, guide and
move readers

www.clarendonhousebooks.com/seven-levels-of-attention
130

DISCOVER
• What attention is and when, how and
where to grab it (and why you're wasting
your time if you don't know these things)
• What monitors attention and how you
can control that as a writer, adding
richness and depth to your work
• What Momentum, Mystery and
Morality in ction have to do with
attention and what precise mechanisms
are associated with each
• What lies at the core of your work that
empowers you to control the reader's
attention so that readers seek out your
work
and much, much more.
DOWNLOAD YOUR COPY NOW!
Subscribers can download their copy
from the same page from which they
download their monthly issue!
YOU CAN SUBSCRIBE HERE
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MASTER AUTHOR
SHOWCASE

The Monkey’s
Paw
by W. W. Jacobs
132

William Wymark
Jacobs (1863 –
1943) an English
author of short
stories and novels,
was best known in
his time for farcical
comedies
involving dockside
and rural Essex
characters.
He occasionally
wrote horror
stories and is best
remembered today
for this story, ‘The
Monkey's Paw’, rst
published in 1902.

Without, the night was cold and wet, but in the
small parlour of Laburnam Villa the blinds were
drawn and the re burned brightly. Father and
son were at chess, the former, who possessed
ideas about the game involving radical changes,
putting his king into such sharp and unnecessary
perils that it even provoked comment from the
white-haired old lady knitting placidly by the re
"Hark at the wind," said Mr. White, who,
having seen a fatal mistake after it was too late,
was amiably desirous of preventing his son from
seeing it
"I'm listening," said the latter, grimly surveying
the board as he stretched out his hand. "Check.
"I should hardly think that he'd come tonight," said his father, with his hand poised over
the board
"Mate," replied the son
"That's the worst of living so far out," bawled
Mr. White, with sudden and unlooked-for
violence; "of all the beastly, slushy, out-of-the-way
places to live in, this is the worst. Pathway's a

bog, and the road's a torrent. I don't know what
people are thinking about. I suppose because only
two houses in the road are let, they think it
doesn't matter.
"Never mind, dear," said his wife, soothingly;
"perhaps you'll win the next one.
Mr. White looked up sharply, just in time to
intercept a knowing glance between mother and
son. The words died away on his lips, and he hid
a guilty grin in his thin grey beard
"There he is," said Herbert White, as the gate
banged to loudly and heavy footsteps came
toward the door
The old man rose with hospitable haste, and
opening the door, was heard condoling with the
new arrival. The new arrival also condoled with
himself, so that Mrs. White said, "Tut, tut!" and
coughed gently as her husband entered the room,
followed by a tall, burly man, beady of eye and
rubicund of visage
"Sergeant-Major Morris," he said, introducing
him.

.
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The sergeant-major shook hands,
and taking the proffered seat by the re,
watched contentedly while his host got
out whiskey and tumblers and stood a
small copper kettle on the re
At the third glass his eyes got
brighter, and he began to talk, the little
family circle regarding with eager
interest this visitor from distant parts,
as he squared his broad shoulders in
the chair and spoke of wild scenes and
doughty deeds; of wars and plagues
and strange peoples
"Twenty-one years of it," said Mr.
White, nodding at his wife and son.
"When he went away he was a slip of a
youth in the warehouse. Now look at
him.
"He don't look to have taken much
harm," said Mrs. White, politely
"I'd like to go to India myself," said
the old man, "just to look round a bit,
you know.
"Better where you are," said the
sergeant-major, shaking his head. He
put down the empty glass, and sighing
softly, shook it again
"I should like to see those old
temples and fakirs and jugglers," said
the old man. "What was that you
started telling me the other day about a
monkey's paw or something, Morris?
"Nothing," said the soldier, hastily.
"Leastways nothing worth hearing.
"Monkey's paw?" said Mrs. White,
curiously
"Well, it's just a bit of what you
might call magic, perhaps," said the
sergeant-major, offhandedly
His three listeners leaned forward
eagerly. The visitor absent-mindedly
put his empty glass to his lips and then
set it down again. His host lled it for
him
"To look at," said the sergeant-major,
fumbling in his pocket, "it's just an
ordinary little paw, dried to a mummy.
He took something out of his pocket
and proffered it. Mrs. White drew back
with a grimace, but her son, taking it,
examined it curiously
"And what is there special about it?"
inquired Mr. White as he took it from
his son, and having examined it, placed
it upon the table.
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"It had a spell put on it by an old fakir,"
said the sergeant-major, "a very holy man.
He wanted to show that fate ruled
people's lives, and that those who
interfered with it did so to their sorrow.
He put a spell on it so that three separate
men could each have three wishes from
it.
His manner was so impressive that his
hearers were conscious that their light
laughter jarred somewhat
"Well, why don't you have three, sir?"
said Herbert White, cleverly
The soldier regarded him in the way
that middle age is wont to regard
presumptuous youth. "I have," he said,
quietly, and his blotchy face whitened
"And did you really have the three
wishes granted?" asked Mrs. White
"I did," said the sergeant-major, and his
glass tapped against his strong teeth
"And has anybody else wished?"
persisted the old lady
"The rst man had his three wishes.
Yes," was the reply; "I don't know what
the rst two were, but the third was for
death. That's how I got the paw.
His tones were so grave that a hush fell
upon the group
"If you've had your three wishes, it's no
good to you now, then, Morris," said the
old man at last. "What do you keep it for?
The soldier shook his head. "Fancy, I
suppose," he said, slowly. "I did have
some idea of selling it, but I don't think I
will. It has caused enough mischief
already. Besides, people won't buy. They
think it's a fairy tale; some of them, and
those who do think anything of it want to
try it rst and pay me afterward.
"If you could have another three
wishes," said the old man, eyeing him
keenly, "would you have them?
"I don't know," said the other. "I don't
know.
He took the paw, and dangling it
between his fore nger and thumb,
suddenly threw it upon the re. White,
with a slight cry, stooped down and
snatched it off
"Better let it burn," said the soldier,
solemnly
"If you don't want it, Morris," said the
other, "give it to me."

"I won't," said his friend, doggedly. "I threw
it on the re. If you keep it, don't blame me for
what happens. Pitch it on the re again like a
sensible man.
The other shook his head and examined his
new possession closely. "How do you do it?"
he inquired
"Hold it up in your right hand and wish
aloud," said the sergeant-major, "but I warn
you of the consequences.
"Sounds like the Arabian Nights," said Mrs.
White, as she rose and began to set the supper.
"Don't you think you might wish for four
pairs of hands for me?
Her husband drew the talisman from his
pocket, and then all three burst into laughter
as the sergeant-major, with a look of alarm on
his face, caught him by the arm
"If you must wish," he said, gruf y, "wish
for something sensible.
Mr. White dropped it back in his pocket,
and placing chairs, motioned his friend to the
table. In the business of supper the talisman
was partly forgotten, and afterward the three
sat listening in an enthralled fashion to a
second instalment of the soldier's adventures
in India
"If the tale about the monkey's paw is not
more truthful than those he has been telling
us," said Herbert, as the door closed behind
their guest, just in time for him to catch the
last train, "we shan’t make much out of it.
"Did you give him anything for it, father?"
inquired Mrs. White, regarding her husband
closely
"A tri e," said he, colouring slightly. "He
didn't want it, but I made him take it. And he
pressed me again to throw it away.
"Likely," said Herbert, with pretended
horror. "Why, we're going to be rich, and
famous and happy. Wish to be an emperor,
father, to begin with; then you can't be
henpecked.
He darted round the table, pursued by the
maligned Mrs. White armed with an
antimacassar
Mr. White took the paw from his pocket
and eyed it dubiously. "I don't know what to
wish for, and that's a fact," he said, slowly. "It
seems to me I've got all I want."
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"If you only cleared the house, you'd be
quite happy, wouldn't you?" said Herbert,
with his hand on his shoulder. "Well, wish
for two hundred pounds, then; that 'll just
do it.
His father, smiling shamefacedly at his
own credulity, held up the talisman, as his
son, with a solemn face, somewhat marred
by a wink at his mother, sat down at the
piano and struck a few impressive chords
"I wish for two hundred pounds," said
the old man distinctly
A ne crash from the piano greeted the
words, interrupted by a shuddering cry
from the old man. His wife and son ran
toward him
"It moved," he cried, with a glance of
disgust at the object as it lay on the oor.
“As I wished, it twisted in my hand like a
snake.
"Well, I don't see the money," said his son
as he picked it up and placed it on the table,
"and I bet I never shall.
"It must have been your fancy, father,"
said his wife, regarding him anxiously
He shook his head. "Never mind,
though; there's no harm done, but it gave
me a shock all the same.
They sat down by the re again while the
two men nished their pipes. Outside, the
wind was higher than ever, and the old man
started nervously at the sound of a door
banging upstairs. A silence unusual and
depressing settled upon all three, which
lasted until the old couple rose to retire for
the night
"I expect you'll nd the cash tied up in a
big bag in the middle of your bed," said
Herbert, as he bade them good-night, "and
something horrible squatting up on top of
the wardrobe watching you as you pocket
your ill-gotten gains.
He sat alone in the darkness, gazing at
the dying re, and seeing faces in it. The last
face was so horrible and so simian that he
gazed at it in amazement. It got so vivid
that, with a little uneasy laugh, he felt on
the table for a glass containing a little water
to throw over it. His hand grasped the
monkey's paw, and with a little shiver he
wiped his hand on his coat and went up to
bed.
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II
In the brightness of the wintry sun
next morning as it streamed over the
breakfast table he laughed at his
fears. There was an air of prosaic
wholesomeness about the room
which it had lacked on the previous
night, and the dirty, shrivelled little
paw was pitched on the sideboard
with a carelessness which betokened
no great belief in its virtues
"I suppose all old soldiers are the
same," said Mrs. White. "The idea of
our listening to such nonsense! How
could wishes be granted in these
days? And if they could, how could
two hundred pounds hurt you,
father?
"Might drop on his head from the
sky," said the frivolous Herbert
"Morris said the things happened
so naturally," said his father, "that you
might if you so wished attribute it to
coincidence.
"Well, don't break into the money
before I come back," said Herbert as
he rose from the table. "I'm afraid it'll
turn you into a mean, avaricious
man, and we shall have to disown
you.
His mother laughed, and
following him to the door, watched
him down the road; and returning to
the breakfast table, was very happy at
the expense of her husband's
credulity. All of which did not
prevent her from scurrying to the
door at the postman's knock, nor
prevent her from referring somewhat
shortly to retired sergeant-majors of
bibulous habits when she found that
the post brought a tailor's bill
"Herbert will have some more of
his funny remarks, I expect, when he
comes home," she said, as they sat at
dinner
"I dare say," said Mr. White,
pouring himself out some beer; "but
for all that, the thing moved in my
hand; that I'll swear to.
"You thought it did," said the old
lady soothingly.
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"I say it did," replied the other. "There was no
thought about it; I had just—- What's the
matter?
His wife made no reply. She was watching the
mysterious movements of a man outside, who,
peering in an undecided fashion at the house,
appeared to be trying to make up his mind to
enter. In mental connection with the two
hundred pounds, she noticed that the stranger
was well dressed, and wore a silk hat of glossy
newness. Three times he paused at the gate, and
then walked on again. The fourth time he stood
with his hand upon it, and then with sudden
resolution ung it open and walked up the path.
Mrs. White at the same moment placed her
hands behind her, and hurriedly unfastening the
strings of her apron, put that useful article of
apparel beneath the cushion of her chair
She brought the stranger, who seemed ill at
ease, into the room. He gazed at her furtively,
and listened in a preoccupied fashion as the old
lady apologized for the appearance of the room,
and her husband's coat, a garment which he
usually reserved for the garden. She then waited
as patiently as her sex would permit, for him to
broach his business, but he was at rst strangely
silent
"I—was asked to call," he said at last, and
stooped and picked a piece of cotton from his
trousers. "I come from 'Maw and Meggins.'
The old lady started. "Is anything the matter?"
she asked, breathlessly. "Has anything happened
to Herbert? What is it? What is it?
Her husband interposed. "There, there,
mother," he said, hastily. "Sit down, and don't
jump to conclusions. You've not brought bad
news, I'm sure, sir;" and he eyed the other
wistfully
"I'm sorry—" began the visitor
"Is he hurt?" demanded the mother, wildly
The visitor bowed in assent. "Badly hurt," he
said, quietly, "but he is not in any pain.
"Oh, thank God!" said the old woman,
clasping her hands. "Thank God for that! Thank
—
She broke off suddenly as the sinister
meaning of the assurance dawned upon her and
she saw the awful con rmation of her fears in
the other's averted face. She caught her breath,
and turning to her slower-witted husband, laid
her trembling old hand upon his. There was a
long silence.
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"He was caught in the
machinery," said the visitor at
length in a low voice
"Caught in the machinery,"
repeated Mr. White, in a dazed
fashion, "yes.
He sat staring blankly out at the
window, and taking his wife's hand
between his own, pressed it as he
had been wont to do in their old
courting-days nearly forty years
before
"He was the only one left to us,"
he said, turning gently to the visitor.
"It is hard.
The other coughed, and rising,
walked slowly to the window. "The
rm wished me to convey their
sincere sympathy with you in your
great loss," he said, without looking
round. "I beg that you will
understand I am only their servant
and merely obeying orders.
There was no reply; the old
woman's face was white, her eyes
staring, and her breath inaudible;
on the husband's face was a look
such as his friend the sergeant
might have carried into his rst
action
"I was to say that 'Maw and
Meggins' disclaim all
responsibility," continued the other.
"They admit no liability at all, but in
consideration of your son's services,
they wish to present you with a
certain sum as compensation.
Mr. White dropped his wife's
hand, and rising to his feet, gazed
with a look of horror at his visitor.
His dry lips shaped the words,
"How much?
"Two hundred pounds," was the
answer
Unconscious of his wife's shriek,
the old man smiled faintly, put out
his hands like a sightless man, and
dropped, a senseless heap, to the
oor.

III
In the huge new cemetery, some two miles
distant, the old people buried their dead, and
came back to a house steeped in shadow and
silence. It was all over so quickly that at rst they
could hardly realise it, and remained in a state of
expectation as though of something else to
happen —something else which was to lighten
this load, too heavy for old hearts to bear
But the days passed, and expectation gave
place to resignation—the hopeless resignation of
the old, sometimes miscalled, apathy. Sometimes
they hardly exchanged a word, for now they had
nothing to talk about, and their days were long to
weariness
It was about a week after that the old man,
waking suddenly in the night, stretched out his
hand and found himself alone. The room was in
darkness, and the sound of subdued weeping
came from the window. He raised himself in bed
and listened
"Come back," he said, tenderly. "You will be
cold.
"It is colder for my son," said the old woman,
and wept afresh
The sound of her sobs died away on his ears.
The bed was warm, and his eyes heavy with
sleep. He dozed tfully, and then slept until a
sudden wild cry from his wife awoke him with a
start
"The paw!" she cried wildly. "The monkey's
paw!
He started up in alarm. "Where? Where is it?
What's the matter?
She came stumbling across the room toward
him. "I want it," she said, quietly. "You've not
destroyed it?
"It's in the parlour, on the bracket," he replied,
marvelling. "Why?
She cried and laughed together, and bending
over, kissed his cheek
"I only just thought of it," she said, hysterically.
"Why didn't I think of it before? Why didn't you
think of it?
"Think of what?" he questioned
"The other two wishes," she replied, rapidly.
"We've only had one.
"Was not that enough?" he demanded, ercely
"No," she cried, triumphantly; "we'll have one
more. Go down and get it quickly, and wish our
boy alive again."
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The man sat up in bed and ung the
bedclothes from his quaking limbs. "Good
God, you are mad!" he cried, aghast
"Get it," she panted; "get it quickly, and
wish—Oh, my boy, my boy!
Her husband struck a match and lit the
candle. "Get back to bed," he said,
unsteadily. "You don't know what you are
saying.
"We had the rst wish granted," said the
old woman, feverishly; "why not the
second?
"A coincidence," stammered the old man
"Go and get it and wish," cried his wife,
quivering with excitement
The old man turned and regarded her,
and his voice shook. "He has been dead ten
days, and besides he—I would not tell you
else, but—I could only recognise him by his
clothing. If he was too terrible for you to see
then, how now?
"Bring him back," cried the old woman,
and dragged him toward the door. "Do you
think I fear the child I have nursed?
He went down in the darkness, and felt
his way to the parlour, and then to the
mantelpiece. The talisman was in its place,
and a horrible fear that the unspoken wish
might bring his mutilated son before him
ere he could escape from the room seized
upon him, and he caught his breath as he
found that he had lost the direction of the
door. His brow cold with sweat, he felt his
way round the table, and groped along the
wall until he found himself in the small
passage with the unwholesome thing in his
hand
Even his wife's face seemed changed as
he entered the room. It was white and
expectant, and to his fears seemed to have
an unnatural look upon it. He was afraid of
her
"Wish!" she cried, in a strong voice
"It is foolish and wicked," he faltered
"Wish!" repeated his wife
He raised his hand. "I wish my son alive
again.
The talisman fell to the oor, and he
regarded it fearfully. Then he sank trembling
into a chair as the old woman, with burning
eyes, walked to the window and raised the
blind.

.
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He sat until he was chilled with the cold,
glancing occasionally at the gure of the old
woman peering through the window. The
candle-end, which had burned below the
rim of the china candlestick, was throwing
pulsating shadows on the ceiling and walls,
until, with a icker larger than the rest, it
expired. The old man, with an unspeakable
sense of relief at the failure of the talisman,
crept back to his bed, and a minute or two
afterward the old woman came silently and
apathetically beside him
Neither spoke, but lay silently listening
to the ticking of the clock. A stair creaked,
and a squeaky mouse scurried noisily
through the wall. The darkness was
oppressive, and after lying for some time
screwing up his courage, he took the box of
matches, and striking one, went downstairs
for a candle
At the foot of the stairs the match went
out, and he paused to strike another; and at
the same moment a knock, so quiet and
stealthy as to be scarcely audible, sounded
on the front door
The matches fell from his hand and
spilled in the passage. He stood motionless,
his breath suspended until the knock was
repeated. Then he turned and ed swiftly
back to his room, and closed the door
behind him. A third knock sounded through
the house.
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up
"A rat," said the old man in shaking tones—"a
rat. It passed me on the stairs.
His wife sat up in bed listening. A loud knock
resounded through the house
"It's Herbert!" she screamed. "It's Herbert!
She ran to the door, but her husband was
before her, and catching her by the arm, held her
tightly
"What are you going to do?" he whispered
hoarsely
"It's my boy; it's Herbert!" she cried, struggling
mechanically. "I forgot it was two miles away.
What are you holding me for? Let go. I must open
the door.
"For God's sake don't let it in," cried the old
man, trembling
"You're afraid of your own son," she cried,
struggling. "Let me go. I'm coming, Herbert; I'm
coming.
There was another knock, and another. The old
woman with a sudden wrench broke free and ran
from the room. Her husband followed to the
landing, and called after her appealingly as she
hurried downstairs. He heard the chain rattle
back and the bottom bolt drawn slowly and
stif y from the socket. Then the old woman's
voice, strained and panting
"The bolt," she cried, loudly. "Come down. I
can't reach it.
But her husband was on his hands and knees
groping wildly on the oor in search of the paw.
If he could only nd it before the thing outside
got in. A perfect fusillade of knocks reverberated
through the house, and he heard the scraping of a
chair as his wife put it down in the passage
against the door. He heard the creaking of the
bolt as it came slowly back, and at the same
moment he found the monkey's paw, and
frantically breathed his third and last wish
The knocking ceased suddenly, although the
echoes of it were still in the house. He heard the
chair drawn back, and the door opened. A cold
wind rushed up the staircase, and a long loud
wail of disappointment and misery from his wife
gave him courage to run down to her side, and
then to the gate beyond. The street lamp
ickering opposite shone on a quiet and deserted
road
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"What's that?" cried the old woman, starting
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